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THE RELATIONSHIP BETIIEEN HOME ENVIRONMENT A1'D 
READING ACHIEVEMENT AMONG FILIPINO-AMERICAN 
THIRD-GRADE AND FIFTH-GRADE PUPILS 
Abstract of Dissertation 
Purposet This research study was designed to investigate the relationship 
between educational environment in the home and reading achievement of 48 third-
grade and 48 fifth-grade Filipino-American children attending Stockton Unified . 
School District during the 1977-78 school year. A secondary purpose was to ' 
examine the social correlates of reading achievement such as socio-economic 
status (SES), parents• educational level (PEL), parents• generational status 
(PGS), and sex, 
Hypotheses& Eight null hypotheses were tested, The four major hypotheses per-
tained to the environmental process variables as they relate to reading achieve-
ment. Hypotheses 1 and 2 predicted lack of relationship between the Index of 
Educational Environment and reading achievement in Grades J and 5, respectively, 
Hypothesis J compared the educational environaent in the homes of the third-
grade and the fifth-grade samples, Hypothesis 4 tested for significant differ-
ences between the Grade 3 and the Grade 5 home environment-reading achievement 
correlations, The four ancillary hypotheses predicted non-significance in the 
relationship between reading achievement and each of the following demographic 
variables! SES, PEL, PGS, and sex, 
Procedures& Ratings on the 6 environmental process variables included in Dave's 
Parent Interview and Rating Scales were combined to yield a single indicator of 
the home environment - the Index of Educational Environment (IEE), Reading 
achievement was indicated by standard scores obtain~ on the Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests, SES was co~uted using Warner's Index of Social Character-
istics, The demographic data were furnished by the parents through information 
sheets and during the home interviews, The Pearson Product-Moment procedure 
and the Analysis of Variance were the statistical methods used and the ,10 
level was chosen to establish statistical significance, 
Findingst High correlational data for both third and fifth grades substantially 
support the anticipated relationship between reading achievement and home envi-
ronment, No significant difference between the educational environaents in the 
home of the two sets of subjects was found but the correlation between lEE and 
reading achievement for the third grade varied significantly from that for the 
higher grade. SES, PEL, and sex, while found to be significantly related to 
reading achievement for the Grade 5 sample, did not reach statistical signifi-
cance for the other grade, However, when the effects of home environment (IEE) 
were partialled out, the variables assumed positive correlations with reading 
achievement. The findings underscore the important influence of home environ-
ment on school achievement, IEE correlated more positively with reading 
achievement than any of the demographic variables, Furthermore, the lEE scores 
were high enough to compensate for the negative effects of SES and PEL in the 
third grade. 
Recommendations! Implications for the school and the home are· obvious, Because 
many of the environmental variables seem educationally malleable, schools should 
develop programs to assist parents in improving home stimulation and in strength-
ening the educational climate in the home, Additionally, they must provide a 
full range of appropriate curricular experiences to children whose home envi-
ronments are less than substantial. Further research should investigate the 
home environment of preschoolers as well as high school students and should 
sample a wider range of ethnic groups and social classes. More environmental 
measures should be developed and the existing ones refined in order to be more 
efficient and less time consuming, 
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Chapter I 
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Educators h ave long recogni ze d that th e home enviro n-
me nt of the child plays an important role in his ed uc a t ion a l 
growth and developme nt. From among the many institutions in 
t he child's environme nt, Leahy views the home as the most 
important for it is the home that affects the child ' s be-
hav ior most continuously. 1 The home , accordin g to Dave, 
" produces the first, most insistent, and pe rhaps, mos t sub-
tle influence on the educational development of the 
child." 2 
Results of recent research studies on the availa-
bility of equal educational opportunities as well as on 
the outcomes of schooling point out a fact of which educa-
tors and parents are well aware: that di ff erenc es in educ a-
tional achievement do exist. But national and int e r-
national studies also give a clearer indication of the 
1Alice M. Leahy, The Measureme nt of Urban Home Enviro n-
me nt ( Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1936), p. ~. 
2Ravindrakumar H. Dave, "The Identification and 
Measurement of Environmental Variables that are Related to 
Educational Achie vement," (unpublished Doctoral disserta-
tion, University of Chicago, 1963), p. 4. 
l 
2 
degree and the extent of the disparity. They support the 
cont e ntion that the disparity in achievement is not primarily 
attributable to the conditions and facilities found in 
schools and that academic achievement significantly relates 
to the child's home e nvironment. 
In analyzing the achievement levels of young Ameri-
cans in seve n academic areas, the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP) underscores the significance of 
home and community inputs as strong predictors of student 
achieveme nt. A definite pattern of achieveme nt was connected 
to the e ducational level of the parents and to the size and 
type of community in which they reside. In general, indi-
victuals whose parents had little formal education and came 
from the inner cities and rural areas had levels o f achieve -
ment below the rest of the nation while those who came from 
well-educated families and lived in affluent suburbs typicall y 
performed well above the national levels. 3 
~.1 . 
Among the central conclusions presented by Co leman 
in his noted Equality of Educational Opportunity Report 
(EEOR) are the following: 
1. Family background has great bearing on school 
achievement; 
2. The relation of family background to achieve-
ment does not diminish over the years of schooling; and 
3
simon S. Johnson , Update on Education, NAEP (Denver: 
The Education Commision of the States, 1975), pp. 2-23. 
3. Family background accounts for a substantial 
amount of the school-to-school variation in achievement, 
thus allow i ng for only a small independent effect of varia-
tions in school facilities, curriculum, and staff. 4 
3 
The unexDect ed findings in the EEOR invited skepticism as to 
their validity and prompted a reassessment of the original 
data at a faculty seminar at Harvard University. After three 
years of intensive study, most of the original analy s e s were 
revised but the essential conclusion remained: that th e 
determinants of the variation in student achievement are 
more likely to be found in the home rather than in the 
schoo1. 5 
That the effects of environment, esp e cially the 
student's home and family background, are of critical impor-
tance in school achievement is one of the two main findings 
in an international investigation of reading compre he nsion 
conducted in fifteen countries by the International Associa-
tion for the Evaluation of Educational Achieveme nt (IEA). 
Thorndike, chairman of the Reading Committee, elaborat es: 
A dominant determiner of the outcome from a 
school in terms of reading performance is the input 
in terms of the kinds of students that go to the 
school. When the population of a school comes from 
4 James Colem~n, et al . , 
Opportunity (Washington, D. C.: 
Documents, 1966), p. 325. 
Equality of Educational 
Superintende nt of Public 
5Frederick Mosteller and Daniel Moynihan, 
On Equality of Educational Opportunity (New York: 
eds., 
Random 
House, 1972). 
homes in which the parents are themselves well-
educated, economically advantaged, and able to pro-
vide an environment in which reading materials and 
communication media are available, the school shows 
a generally superior level of reading achievement.6 
Results of such studies, the increasing diversity 
4 
of the school population in terms of ethnic and socio-economic 
composition, and the growing concern regarding the acquisi-
tion of basic academic skills all seem to justify th e need 
to probe into a more pervasive learning environme nt that 
goes beyond the confines of the school and into the homes 
and community of school children. The home env ironment of 
many ethnic minority children remains to be explo red. The 
purpose of this study was to investigate the factors in the 
home environment of Filipino-American third-grade and fifth-
grade pupils in the Stockton Unified School District in order 
to determine whether these factors relate to reading achievement. 
Background of the Study 
Most studies relating the home background of the 
child to his school performance involve measures of home 
environment consisting largely of "static" variables--those 
factors that tend to describe the home by simply categorizing 
and classifying families and homes according to social class 
and economic status. In a study by Callaway, Jerrolds, and 
6 Robert L. Thorndike, Reading Comprehension Educa-
tion in Fifteen Countries, International Studies in Evalua-
tion III (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1973), p. 177. 
Gwaltney one variable that was found / to be related to lan-
guage and reading scores was family income. 7 A significant 
5 
correlation was also found in the occupation of the principal 
wage earner. 
Even when these "static" variables did establish 
significant relationships with educational achievement and 
have been of beneficially predictive .value in many areas, they 
have nonetheless been found inadequate as measures of environ-
ment if we define environment as Bloom has--the totality of 
forces and conditions that impinge on and shape the behavior 
of the individual. Bloom conceives of a range of environ-
ments from the most immediate social interactions to the 
more remote cultural and institutional forces. 8 The com-
muni ty, the school, the home, and the peer g roup are · a s e ries 
of sub-environments of the total environment that act upon 
the individual. Even the home is comprised of many environ-
ments, each of which is composed of a unique set of dynamic 
forces shaping and influencing one's behavior. This concep-
tion of the environment led researchers to consider the 
educational dimension of the home environment as having a 
powerful influence on the educational behavior of the child 
7Byron Callaway et al., "The Relationship Between 
Reading and Language Achievement and Certain Sociological 
and Adjustment Factors," Reading Improvement, Vol. 11, No. 1 
(Spring, 1974), 19-26. 
8B 0 0 S enJamln . 
Characteristics (New 
p. 186 0 
Bloom, Stability and Change in Human 
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964), 
6 
and paved the way for the inclusion qf "process variables" 
as home environmental measures in later studies, notably 
9 10 those by Dave and Wolf. These researchers identified 
process variables as those conditions and processes in 
the home environment that explore interactions between 
parent and child and more precisely portray the educational 
environment of the home in terms of: 
1. the climate created for achievement motivation, 
2. the opportunities provided for verbal develop-
ment, 
3. the nature and amount of assistance provided 
in overcoming academic difficulties, 
4. the activity level of the significant individuals 
in the environment, 
5. the level of intellectuality in the environment, 
and 
6. the kinds of work habits that are expected of 
the . d. . d l 11 1n 1v1 ua . 
These process variables were believed to describe 
more fully and accurately the home conditions relevant to 
9Dave, c·t op. 1 . 
10Richard Wolf, "The Identification and Measurement 
of Environmental Process Variables Related to Intelligence" 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Chicago, 
1964). 
11Richard Wol·f, "The Measurement of Environment," 
Testing Problems in Perspective, Anna Anastasi (ed.) (Wash-
ington, D. C.: American Council of Education, 1966), p. 494. 
7 
learning and better educational beha~ior. Wolf obtained a 
correlation of r = .69 between educational environment and 
student intelligence, while Dave found a r = .80 correlation 
between similar measures of home environment and student 
achievement. Using a sample from the rural area, McGuirk 
replicated most of Dave's study, and comparing his results 
with Dave's (whose sample came from urban Chicago), concluded 
that there is a significant correlation between educational 
environment in the home and student achievement in both 
Grades Five and Seven. 12 
The main thrust of this study will be toward those 
aspects of the home which are seen to constitute the educa-
tional environment . Additionally, however, measures using 
static variables will be included as a cross-check and as a 
tool for relating current findings to previous studies. 
The Problem 
Filipino-American children comprise an increasing 
percentage of the student population in many California 
schools today. The years subsequent to 1965, when the new 
liberalized Immigration Law was passed, have witnessed a 
steady influx of immigrants from the Philippines. Their 
12Leo McGuirk, ''A Study of the Relationship Between 
the Educational Environment of the Home and Student Achieve-
ment at Two Different Grade Levels'' (unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, Boston College, 1973). 
8 
numbe r swe ll e d from 61,600 in 1950 to 241,000 in 1970. 
Compare d to the earlier immigrants, the more rec e nt arri vals 
we re be tt e r educated and had a wide r range of int e r es ts an d 
skills. ~!an y established themselves in Californi a, fa vore d 
for · its proximity to the Philippines in distanc e and in 
l . 13 c 1mate . 
Th e City of Stockton in California has a si z abl e 
Filipino-American populati o n. Its schools reflect this 
fact. In 1977, the Sto ckto n Unified Scho ol Distri c t r e ported 
tha t Filipino Ame ricans comprised 4.5% of its total s c hoo l 
l . 14 popu at1on. 
A search of the pro f essional literature f a il e d to 
locate any systematic inquiry into how well th e s e Filipino -
American children have adjusted to schooling in th e Gnit e d 
States and how they have progressed academicall y . Re searc h 
studies have yet to be made to ascertain the probl e ms that 
Filipino-American children may be encountering in Ame rican 
schools and to discover the critical factors that af f ect 
their success or failure. 
One very recent study did examine the relati o nsh i p 
between perceived locus of control and school achi e ve me n t 
among Filipino-American elementary school children . The 
13 H. Brett Melendy, "Filipinos in The Unit e d States," 
Counterpoint: Perspectives on Asian Americans, Emma Gee 
(ed.), (Los Angeles: University of California, 1975) , 423- 4 33. 
14Research and Evaluation Office, Stockton Unified 
School District, Racial and Ethnic Report (October, 1977). 
9 
results stressed the relevancy of locus of control as a 
learning factor and disclosed significant correlations betwee n 
high achievement and internal locus of control for middle-
class children between the ages of nine and thirteen. 15 
Another study included Filipino-American children, 
among othe rs, in the sample. This study, conducted by 
Chambers and Jennings of the University of the Pacific in 
1975, sheds some light as to the effect of different lin-
guistic environments on the ability to read and write in 
standard American English. Eight linguistic sets of children 
from the Stockton Unified School District were studied, two 
of which included a group with Tagalog (the Filipino national 
language) as first language and another group of Tagalog-
English bilinguals. The results of the study indicate that 
both groups seemed unaffected by their linguistic background 
in their ability to understand and communicate in English. 16 
Statement of the Problem 
This study sought to determine whether a relationship 
existed between certain horne factors (as measured by an 
15Estela Pinga, "Relationship between Perceived Locus 
of Control and Achievement among Filipino-American Students 
in the Elementary Grades" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
University of the Pacific, 1979). 
16oewey Chambers and S. Jennings, "The Achievement 
Patterns of Eight Linguistic Sets of Children in a Pluralis-
tic Community," (Monograph No. 1, Bureau of Research and 
Field Services, School of Education, University of the 
Pacific, Stockton, CA, 1975). 
10 
int e rvi e w sche dule) and the r e ading achievement of Filipino-
American third-grade and fifth-grade pupils in the Stoc kton 
Unified School District (SUSD). Specifically , the study 
attempted to answer this major question: Are th e re signifi-
cant relatio nships between reading achievement as de t e rmin e d 
by scores on the ~tetropolitan Achievement Tests (MAT) and 
one or more of the process variables that make up the Inde x 
of Educational Environment (IEE)? The study also had the 
following related objectives: 
l. To ascertain whether a two-year difference in 
grade level produces any variation in the correlations 
obtained; 
2. To determine whether the demographic variables 
of socio-economic status, parents' educational level, parents' 
generational status, and sex significantly relate to the 
reading achievement of Filipino-American children. 
Data Gathering and Instrumentation 
The instrument used for measuring the home educa-
tional environment was a measure developed by Dave. Its 
use required an approximately one-hour interview with one or 
both parents. Rating scales were used to produce a composite 
score known as the Index of Educational Environment (IEE). 
Measures of reading achievement were provided by scores 
obtained on the 1971 edition of the Metropolitan Achievement 
Tests (MAT) Primary II (for Grade 3) and Intermediate Level 
(for Grade 5), administered at the end of the 1977-78 school 
11 
year. The Inde x of Status Characteristics by Warn e r, Meeke r 
and Eels was used to determine the socio-economi c le vels o f 
the families in volved in the study. 
The sample population of this study include d nin e ty-
six Filipino-American third-grade and fifth-grade pupils 
enrolled in the Stockton Unified School District during the 
1977-78 school year. The MAT reading scores were obtaine d 
from the Di s trict Office with the permission of the SUSD 
Research and Evaluation Office. Letters to par e nts were 
sent to secure permission for the researcher to obtain th e ir 
children's MAT scores and to conduct a home inte rvi e w. 
Limitations and Delimitations 
The third grade was conside red suitable for inclu-
sion in this study because at this level practically all the 
basic decoding and comprehension skills will have been 
taught. 17 Thorndike also believes that this is the level 
in which the equivalence between oral language and the writ-
ten symbolism is mastered by the learner. 18 The choice of 
a higher level, fifth grade, was motivated by the int e nt to 
determine which relationships are lasting and stable and 
are not eliminated by time and experience. 
17A brief perusal of the State Framework in Reading 
and two basal reading series (Open Court and Harper and Row) 
in use in most SUSD schools support this assertion. 
18Thorndike, op. cit., p. 13. 
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To insure the validity of the reading scores, non-
English and limited-English spe~ing students were deleted 
from the study. The names of these children are listed in 
the Basic Inventory of Natural Language (BINL) data sheets 
available at the Multilingual/Multicultural Center, SUSD. 
Measures of reading achievement were limited to 
scores on the MAT. This is the standardized reading achieve-
ment test that SUSD administers to the children at the end 
of the school year. 
A limitation inherent in a study of this type 
involves the reluctance on the part of the parents to par-
ticipate in the interview. About 20% of the parents con-
tacted expressed their unwillingness to be interviewed. 
Definition of Terms 
Educational Environment of the Home 
Dave defines educational environment as "those con-
ditions, processes, and socio-psychological stimuli of the 
total environment which affect the educational achievement 
of the child." 19 The educational environment in the home 
is regarded as a specific component of the total home en-
vironment--a subset of conditions and processes referred to 
as process variables, that are related to the educational 
achievement of the child. These process variables are 
19
nave, op. cit., p. 16. 
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further de fin e d in terms of process characteristics that can 
be more easi ly identified f rom responses and reactions to 
the int e rvi e w schedule. In this study, the process charac-
teristics that are deemed cont ributive to the formation of 
the educational behavior of the child are grouped under six 
process variabl e s. A list of these pro cess variables and 
their respec tive proc e ss characteristics appear in th e third 
chapter. 
Index of Educational Environment (lEE) 
The Index of Educational Environment is a single indi-
cator of the educational environment in the home. It is a 
composite measure based on the six process variables used 
in this study. The process of arriving at the lEE will be 
more fully discussed in Chapter Three. 
Reading Achievement 
Reading achievement refers to the reading perfo rma nce 
as indicated by standard scores obtained in a standardi zed 
reading test. In this study the standardized reading test 
used is the ~etropolitan Achievement Tests. 
Parents' Gen e rational Status (PGS) 
Generational status refers to the degree to which a 
person is removed from being native-born. In this study the 
parents' generational status (PGS) is either of two cate-
gories: 1) both parents born in the Philippines and referred 
to as native, and 2) one or both parents not born in the 
14 
Philippine s and given the cat e gory non-nati ve. PGS serves 
as a measur e of acculturation. Pare nts born in th e Philip-
pines are generally expected to transmit th e ir native values , 
beliefs and aspirations to thei r children. Likewise , th e r e 
is the great likelihood that pare nts born an d wh o ha ve li ved in 
the United States for some length of time will rear th e ir 
children within the bounds of th e American culture and mor es. 
Socio-econo mic Status (SES) 
The socio-economic status of an individual des c ribe s 
his standing in the socio-economic class syst e m in the com-
munity wh e re he lives. For purposes of this study, the SES 
was established by using the Index of Status Chara cteristics 
20 by Warner, Meeker and Eels. Three basic criteria were 
used in this scale: occupation, type of dwelling and type 
of dwelling area. The classifications used were thos e sug-
gested by the authors and will be discussed in more de tail 
in Chapter III. 
Si gn i f icance of the Stud~ 
This study is one of the earliest attempts to use 
Filipino-American children exclusively as subjects of con-
h . t . d t. 21 I d temporary researc proJec s 1n e uca 1on. t un erscores 
20Lloyd Warner, et al., Social Class in America ( New 
York: Harper and Row Publishers , 1960) , p. 127. 
21 A recent doctoral dissertation by Pinga (see Bi b-
liography) utilized a sample solely composed of Filipino-
American eleme ntary grade pupils. 
the impo rtan c2 of utilizing all culture groups compri s in g 
the sch Do l population as sourc e s of empirical data for 
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studie s that aff e ct the education of all childre n. In a school 
district such as Stockton, wh e re more than hal f of th e stu-
dent population consists of ethnic minorities (55%), 22 it 
behooves educa tors and administrators to direct efforts 
toward uncovering and understanding factors that may be 
helpful in instructional planning and in maximi z in g learning 
opportunities for these groups of childre n. If, as man y 
studies have purported to show, reading achievement signi-
ficantly relates to home enviro nment, this study off e rs 
additional empirical evidence and expands the gen e raliza-
bility of such a correlation to Filipino-American school 
children. 
The present study seeks to provide a better under-
standing of the educational environment in the home in t e rms 
of process variables. Some insight into the dynamic s of 
the educational environment of the home can aid th e educ a t o r 
in formulating realistic programs of instruction and guidance . 
An awareness on the part of both the educators and th e par e nts 
that many forces in the home serve as powerful ant e c e d e nts 
of the child's academic achievement can help stre ngth e n th e 
educational partnership bond between the home and the school. 
22Research and Evaluation Office, SUSD, op. cit. 
- - - - ---.. - - - --- ~ -
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Orga ni z ation o f ~he Study 
This initial chapter provided an overvi e w of the 
study and the specific problem investigated. Four chapt e rs 
comprise the remainder of the study. Chapter II revi e ws th e 
relevant literature. Chapter III includes the proce dur e s 
used in gathering data, the assessment instruments, and th e 
manner in which the data were treated. Chapter IV pr e s e n ts 
an analysis of the data and interpretation of the findin gs . 
The final chapter contains the conclusions, implications 
from the findings, and recommendations for furth e r resear c h. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Studies associating home environment with academic 
achievement abound in the literature. However, similar 
studies using Filipino-Americans in the sample population 
are virtually non-existent. This chapter reviews the re-
lated research on horne environment as it relates to academic 
performance and reading achievement. Discussions will be 
under the following general headings: 
l. Assessment of Horne Environment 
2. Study of Home Environment: Static Variables 
3. Study of Home Environment: Process Variables 
Assessment of Home Environment 
As early as the first quarter of the century, attempts 
were made to evolve some quantitative measures of the home 
environment of the child. They were largely concerned with 
easily observable and measurable aspects of the socio-economic 
status of the home. The investigations were usually content 
with utilizing single indicators of environmental differences. 
Status variables such as socio-economic class, father's 
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occup a tL o n , and parents ' ed ucation were oft e n used. :,Jos t 
studi e s r egarde d the occupat ion of th e fath e r as a fair 
measure of the socio-economic status of the ho me and th e b e st 
single inde x to differe nc e s between homes . The Taussi g Sca l e 
and the Ba rr Scal e were b ased sol e ly on occ up a ti o nal c l as -
sifications wh e r e values were assigned according to es timat es 
on the r e l a ti ve d e mands mad e on int e lli ge nce by each oc c upa-
. 1 t1on. 
Studies by Sy de nstricke r and oth e r s att e mpt ed t o 
me asure famil y life from the st a ndpoi nt of income. 2 Devisi n g 
a unit for int e rpreting inco~e, the family montl1l y income 
was us e d with age and sex of each membe r of the fam il y fo r 
comparati ve purpos e s. 
It was not difficult to recognize the limitatio n s of 
these single-criterion scales. Almost at th e same time ot he r 
scales utilizing more than one factor in the cl assifica tion 
of homes came into existence. Leahy makes r e f e r e nce to the 
earl y 1900 studies of Commons, Perry , and Holley, whi c h 
included multiple-factor classificatio ns on ho me enviro n-
ment.3 Home features that were conside red were loca ti o n of 
the house, number of occupants, lighting, pre p a r atio n of 
1Elizabeth Fraser, Home Environme nt and 
(Londo n: University o f London Press, 1959), p. 
F. Taussig , Principles of Economics (New York: 
Company, 3rd ed., 1924). 
2 Leahy, op. cit., p. 3. 
3 Ibid., p. 4. 
the Sc hool 
8, citing 
The McM illan 
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food, numb e r of books, education of parents and monthly 
rental. 
Two of the earlier, more carefully standardize d 
measures of home background are the Sims Score Card and th e 
Minnesota Home Status Index. The Sims Score Card include s 
items on occupation of the father, parents' education, numbe r 
of readin g materials found in the home; items on material 
possessions such as car, piano, tel e phone are also include d. 4 
The various items on the scale were found to give r e asonabl y 
consist e nt assessment of the home environment. The ~innesota 
Home Status Index provides a "home status profile" with stan-
dard scores on six measures of home background: occupational 
status, education of parents, economic status, cultural sta-
tus, sociality, and children's facilities. 5 While it is 
interesting to note that the method used for collecting 
information for the Minnesota Index was the interview, a 
scrutiny of the questions revealed that they yielded only 
numerical and yes-no responses. 
Most of the early studies correlated the home back-
ground measures with intelligence. In a summary of the more 
important studies on home background-intelligence correla-
tions Fraser reports that the correlations were highest wh e n 
4J. C. Chapman and V. M. Sims, "The Quantitative 
Measurement of Certain Aspects of Socio-Economic Status," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. XVI (1925), pp. 380-90. 
5 Leahy, op. cit., pp. 39-49. 
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a culturally loaded measure of environment was used. 6 Of 
the eight e e n studi e s she li s t e d, the study by Van Alstyne has 
th e h ighest corr e lation, r = 0.61. Using a sampl e o f seventy-
fi ve three-year-old childre n, Van Alstyne used a scal e that 
plac es considerable stress on the early verbal de ve lopment of 
the child and on the amount of verbal stimulati o n provided 
by his pare nts. 
Later studies correlat e d home environment factors 
with beh avio r and personality characteristics such as 
achievement motivation and self-esteem. 7 Most of the more 
recent studi e s on home environment were in conn ec ti o n with 
education a l performance, particularly readin g achievement. 
These studi e s will be discussed lat e r in this chapter. 
We glean from the literature that later measures of 
home environment not only included more aspects of the home 
but also attempted to get at qualitati ve dif ferences amon g 
them . 
data. 
Home visitations have become a major means of securing 
In 1959 Fraser 8 studied 427 secondary students, 
visited their homes, and examined four main aspects of the 
home environment: cultural , material, motivational and emo-
tional. 
6 Fraser, op. cit., p. 10. 
7Joel Weiss, ''The Identification and Measurement o f 
Home Environmental Factors Related to Achievement Motivation 
and Sel f -Est eem (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1969). 
8 Fraser, op. cit., p. 40. 
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Items that reflect the socio-economic level of the home com-
prised only one of Fraser's four categories (material). 
She found a multiple correlation coefficient of r = .69 
betwe e n the se home environment measures and IQ and~= .75 
with the criterion measure of total grade point average of 
three years. 
Two approaches to the study of environment seem to 
emerge from the readings. They differ in the nature of the 
variables studied and in the means of collecting pertinent 
data. One approach which received more emphasis in past 
research investigates variables that are demographic and 
"static" in nature. It is done largely throug h the use of 
questionnaires completed by parents or students. The other 
approach relies on home interview techniques for gathering 
data. Instead of . simply looking at the characteristics 
of family structure and social status, this approach em-
phasizes a measure of environment based on "process" vari-
ables, those dynamic interactions between child and parent 
that are conceived to significantly influence the child's 
behavior. 
A number of studies establishing relationships between 
school performance and home factors have utilized measures 
of home environment that have been arrived at through either 
of these approaches. The next two sections will discuss 
these studies in more detail. 
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Study of Home Environment: 
Static Variables 
Static variables are those demographic factors that 
describe some aspect of the family or home. Th e mor e commo n 
st ati c variables used in studies related to learning an d 
acade mic performance are father's occupation, income, par-
ents' education, dwelling area, and the composite of some 
or all of these--socio-eco nomic status. Birth orde r, number 
of siblings , age, and sex are family structure variables that 
are also st ati c in nature and have been used with frequency. 
The major demographic variable in terms of th e cop-
ious quantity of research is socio-economic status ( SES). 
SES is measured by objective ratings. The objective tech-
nique in vol ves the combining or weighting of scores on vari-
ables such as occupation, education, income, area of resi-
dence and the like so as to produce an index of the position 
of the child's family in the social class hierarchy. 
Two of the more frequently used indices of SES are 
Hollingshead's Two-Factor Index of Social Position9 and the 
Index of Status Characteristic (ISC) by Warner, Meekers and 
10 Eels. Hollingshead used occupation and education to 
determine social position. The two factors are combined by 
weigh t ing individual scores obtained from the scale positions. 
9August Hollingshead, Two Factor Index of Social Posi-
tion (New Haven, Connecticut: August B. Hollingshead, 1957). 
10
warner et al., op. cit., pp. 121-130. 
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Warner's ISC is based on ratings on four characteristics: 
occupation, source of income, house type and dwelling area. 
Three out of these four criteria can still be used to ascer-
tain the ISC. The present study used three of the four char-
acteristics; source of income was not included. 
The literature is preponderant with studies related 
to socio-economic status, sex differences, and family struc-
ture. The discussions that follow will concentrate on 
these variables. 
SES and Reading Achievement 
The relationship between SES and school achievement, 
particularly reading achievement, has been the focal point 
of repeated research. Most research studies that were 
reviewed showed positive correlations between SES and school 
achievement. Some studies focused attention on the differ-
ences between poor and good readers, while others studied 
only underprivileged children. 
In 1940, Coleman investigated the relationship 
between SES and reading performance of junior high school stu-
dents. He identified three SES groups and found that the 
poor readers in both grades 7 and 8 were children of low 
SES. 11 
Drawing his sample from Denver schools in Colorado, 
11H. S. Coleman, "The Relationship of Socio-Economic 
Status to the Performance of Junior High School Students," 
Journal of Experimental Education (September, 1940), 61-63. 
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G f • d c 1 I f • d • 12 .ranzow c o n 1rme o eman s 1n 1ngs. Grade 6 and 7 und e r-
achi e vers in reading tended to come from lower SES ho me s. 
The par e nts of these underachieving readers also had l e ss 
educational advantages. 
Sh e ldon and Carillo13 also used a sample of good 
and poor readers. They were selected on the basis of achi e v e -
ment test scores and teach e r ratings. In terms of th e edu-
cational level of the parents, 357o of the good readers' 
parents completed college whereas only 7% of the poor reade rs' 
parents did. The authors also found that 55% of the childre n 
who were good readers had fathers in professional and mana-
gerial occupations; only 25% of the poor reader s had fath e rs 
in this classification. 
School achievement as the dependent variable of most 
SES-related studies has been based on pupil performan c e on 
some standardized achievement test. Using the California 
Reading Achievement Test, Wilson studied the reading achi e ve-
ment of sixth-grade pupils. He found that over 90% of the 
students from the upper economic strata were reading at 
their appropriate age-grade levels. Only one-third of those 
from families of unskilled or semi-skilled workers wer e 
12K. R. Granzow, "A Comparative Study o f Und e r-
achievers, Normal Achievers, and Overachievers in Reading," 
Dissertation Abstracts (1954), 14, 631-632. 
13w. D. Sheldon and L. Carillo, "Relation of Parents, 
Home, and Certain Developmental . Characteristics to Children's 
Reading Ability," Elementary School Journal, 52 (January, 
1952), 266-270. 
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reading at g rade l eve l. 
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using th e Me tropolitan Achievement Tests r eadin g bat-
tery, Gr e dl e r analyzed the performance of stude nts c omin g 
from disad va ntaged environme nts. 15 His subjects we r e Blacks 
and Whites in the third and fourth grades. Both groups 
scored below the normative groups, but no si g n if icant di f -
fer e nce was discovered between the Black and the White groups, 
indicating th e influence of their particul a r environment o n 
their achievement. 
Several achievement areas including reading c o mpr e -
hension and vocabulary as these relate to SES were studi e d by 
Hill and Giammatteo. The correlations they found "suggest 
to a great extent that socio-economic status was a factor 
in school achievement. " 16 
Income was used as an SES variable in a study by 
17 Callaway, Jerrolds and Gwaltney. They corre lated income 
and other demographic data with reading and language achieve-
ment. Their findings revealed that the groups with "more 
14Alan Wilson, "Social Stratification and Academic 
Achievement," in Education in Depr esse d Areas, ( e d . ) Har r y 
Passow, (New York: Teachers College Press, 1963), 217-35. 
15Gilbert Gredler, "Performance on a Percep t ual Test 
with Children from a Culturally Disadvantage d Back ground," 
Perception and Reading, (ed.) Helen K. Smith ( New York: 
International Read i ng Association, 1968), pp. 86-91. 
16Edwin Hill and Michael Giammatteo, "Socio-Economic 
Status and Its Relationship to School Achievement in the 
Elementary School," Elementary English O!arch, 1963), 265-70. 
17 Callaway, Jerrolds and Gwaltney, op. cit. 
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than aver age" and " average" family income r e ad better than 
thos e with ''l es s th a n ave r age " and "very low '' fami 1 y income. 
Fath e r's occupation as anothe r SES variable was 
found to r elat e to school achievement by ~iner 18 and to 
reading achi evement by Goldstein. 19 Similar results we r e 
20 had in studi e s conducted many years ago by Long, and 
Smith and Pe nny 21 and the more recent studi e s of Caccamo 22 
d P . 23 an e rr1n. 
Studies have been found to negate the findings o f 
the abov e -mentioned investigations. Hall sought to compa r e 
the reading achievement and listening compre h e nsion of 
poverty-level students with that of non-po verty childre n. 24 
18Betty Miner, "Sociological Background Variables 
Affecting School Achievement," Journal of Educational Research, 
61 (April, 1968), 373-81. 
19K. M. Goldstein, et al., "Family Patterns a nd the 
School Performance of Emotionally Disturbed Boys," Journal 
of Learning Disabilities, Vol. 3, No. l (January, 1970 ), 
10-15. 
20 H. H. Long, "Test Results of Third Grade Children 
Selected on the Basis of Socio-Economic Status," Journal of 
Negro Ectucatio n, 4 (April, 1935), 192-222. 
21 H. A. Smith and L. L. Penny, "Educational Oppo r-
tunity as a Function of Socio-Economic Status, " School and 
Soci e ty, 84 (September, 1959), 342-44. 
22
vincent D. Caccamo, "SES, Environmental Process 
Variables and Elemental Reading Skills" (unpublished Doctora l 
Dissertation, University of California at Berkeley, 1973). 
23Janis Ann Perrin, "The Relationship of Ethnicity 
and Socio-Economic Status to Reading Achievement," (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, Texas Tech University, 1976) . 
24 H. M. Hall, "Listening Comprehension and Reading 
Achievement in First and Second Grade Children of Selected 
Social Class and Intellectual Levels," (unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, University of Alabama, 1969). 
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His subj ects were first and second graders in nin e Loui sia na 
parish schools. Hall's analysis of the data did not r eveal 
any significant difference in r eading achievement or list e n-
ing compr ehension between the first grade and s econd g rade 
culturally deprived and non-culturally deprived groups. 
Callaway, Jerrolds and Gwaltney found '' th e re were 
no si gnificant differences in reading between groups based 
on the social position of the family's principal wage earner, 
as determined by the Hollingshead's scale. " 25 And Callaway 
of this same team of researchers conducted a similar study 
but used a different group of sample.26 Family income, 
found to be significant for the sample in the other study, 
was found to have little relationship with reading achieve -
ment. 
In a longitudinal study conducted with Anglo and 
27 Black students, Osborne showed that SES did not have an 
effect on reading achievement. His subjects were sixth, 
eighth, and tenth graders who were administered the Cali-
fornia Achievement and Mental Maturity tests. Osborn e did 
not believe that the students' differential performan ce on 
the test can be attributed to poor environment and l imited 
educational opportunities. 
25 Callaway, Jerrolds and Gwaltney, op. cit., p. 26. 
26B. Callaway, ''Relationship o f Specific Factors to 
Reading," Reading and Realism, Proceedings of the Interna-
tional Reading Association (1969), 688-92. 
27R. T. Osborne, ''Racial Differences in Mental Growth 
and School Achievement: A Longitudinal Study," Psychological 
Reports, 7 (October, 1960), 233-39. 
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Although the results of research into the relation-
ship between school achieve ment and SES are no t consonant, 
one cannot totally discount the discernible implications 
of SES on academic performa nce, particularly on readin g 
achievement. As Lavin explains: 
The central significance of socio-economic status 
lies in the fact that it summarizes a vari e t y of 
other facotrs that are rel a ted to school per f orm-
ance .... SES is a derivative or summarizing vari-
able. Persons of different socioeconomic status 
face different kinds of life situations, and in 
adapting to them, they may develop diffe r e nt s e ts 
of values, attitudes, and motivations relat e d to 
academic performance.28 
In the sense that SES summarizes other variables 
such as intelligence and the "achievement syndro me , " 29 it 
becomes a significant variable in the study of acade mic 
achievement. For this reason, SES has been included as 
an independent variable in the present study. 
Sex Differences and Reading Achievement 
Sex has been a variable in much research on reading 
achievement. In many studies it is the major variable. This 
study treats sex as a peripheral correlate of reading 
achievement. 
Most of the studies that basically assess the rela-
tion between sex and academic performance show that femal e s 
28David E. Lavin, The Prediction of Academic Perfor-
mance (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1965), p. 123. 
29Ibid., p. 124. 
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30 have high e r academic performance than males. Th e superi o r 
performan ce of girls over boys also holds true in relati o n 
to reading achievement. Research has shown that girls not 
only learn to read earlier31 but they also do bett e r in te s ts 
of reading comprehension and word discrimination skills. 32 
Boys outnumber girls in classes for reme dial readin g 
and learning di s ability. Naiden reports that "the ratio of 
boys to girls with significant deficit in reading in th e 
entire school population in Seattle is 3 to 2." 33 
Research findings indicating that the level of read-
ing achievement of females is higher than that of males seem 
to suggest that the development of underachie veme nt may fol-
low a different pattern for boys than for girls. Accordin g 
to Lavin 
In all likelihood the significance of these 
findings can be understood in terms of a variety 
of differences in attitudes and behavior which 
30 Ihid., pp. 152-153. 
31 I. H. Anderson, et al., "Age of Learning to Read 
and Its Relation to · Sex, Intelligence and Reading Achievement 
in the Sixth Grade," Journal of Educational Research, XLIX 
(February, 1956), 44 7-453. Also, George Spache , et al. , "A 
Longitudinal First Grade Reading Readiness Program," Re a din g 
Teacher, XIX (May, 1966), 580-584. 
32~Hldred Hughes, "Sex Differences in Reading Achieve-
ment in the Elementary Grades," Supplementary Educational 
Monographs LXXVII (1953), 102-106; see also, Jo Stanchfield, 
"Development of Prereading Skills in an Experimental Kinder-
garten Program," Reading Teacher, XXIV (May, 1971), 699-707; 
Arthur Rosequist, "School and Home Cooperation and the Reading 
Achievement of First Grade Pupils," (unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, University of California at Berkeley, 1972). 
33Norma Naiden, "Ratio of Boys to Girls Among Disabled 
Readers, Reading Teacher, XXIX (February, 1976), 439-442. 
result from the fact that males and females are 
socialized differently. Each sex must learn to 
play a different role, and the attitudes and values 
associated with sex-role learning may he~~ to explain 
sex diffe rences in academic performance. 
30 
Othe r studies attest to the absen ce of si gnificant 
differences in reading achievement between boys and gi rl s . 35 
More research is neede d to further document the evidence 
already available and to specify the sources of th e differ-
ences. 
Family Structure Variables 
Two family structure variables that are classifica-
tory in nature will be discussed in this section. They are 
not included in the present study but their import a nce ma y 
be indirectly felt as they impinge on parent-child inter-
actions such as those to be discussed in the next section. 
Previous research relating sibling position to 
achievement presents conflicting findings . The first born 
child had been demonstrated to be brighter and to achieve 
all around on a higher level. Bradley and Sanborn studied 
the ordinal position of high school students identified by 
34Lavin, op. cit., p. 130. 
35c. V. Millard, "Nature and Charact e r of Pre -
Adolescent Growth in Reading Achievement, " Child Development, 
XI (1940), 71-114; N. B. Sinks and M. Powell, "Sex and Intel-
ligence as Factors in Achievement in Reading in Grades Four 
through Eight,'' Journal of Ge netic Psychology , CVI ( 1965), 
67-69; K. E. Dakin, "A Longitudinal Study of Sex Differences 
in Reading Achievement in Grades Four through Eight," (un-
published Master's Thesis, Rutgers, The State University, 
1970). 
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h . h . 36 t e1r teac ers as super1or. The teachers tended to select 
first borns as those with the greatest scholastic promise 
quite consistently. McClure 37 and Bradley 38 showed that 
first borns had higher grade point averages, and when con-
trasted with later borns, chose reading a book to talking to, 
or watching television with, a friend. 
The superiority of the first born child has been re-
futed by the results of other studies. Schoonover found no 
significant differences between older and younger siblings 
in intelligence or achievement. 39 Polirstok's investiga-
tion40 and that by Cicirelli, 41 did not yield conclusive 
results to support the hypothesis that first born children 
would significantly demonstrate higher academic achievement. 
36 R. Bradley and M. Sanborn, "Ordinal Positions of 
High School Students Identified by their Teachers as Superior," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, LX (February, 1969), 41-45. 
37R. McClure, "Birth Order, Sex, Income and School 
Attitudes," Journal of Experimental Education, XXXIX (Summer, 
1971), 73-74. 
havior: 
(1968), 
38 R. Bradley, "Birth Order and School Related Be-
A Heuristic Review," Psychological Bulletin, LXXX 
45-51. 
39s. Schoonover, "The Relationship of Intelligence 
and Achievement to Birth Order, Sex of Sibling and Age Inter-
val," Journal of Educational Psychology, L (1959), 143-146. 
40s. Polirstok, "The Relationship Between Birth Order 
and Reading Ability in Urban Ninth Grade Junior High School 
Students," Graduate Research in Education and Related Disci-
plines (School of Education, The City College of New York, 
Spring, 1975), 68-97. 
41v. Cicirelli, "Sibling Constellation, Creativity, 
IQ, and Academic Achievement," Child Development, XXXVII 
(June, 1967), 481-490. 
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Th e empirical evidence regarding the numb e r of sib-
1 ings and achieve me nt appears r e lative ly more congruous. A 
numb e r of investigations have found family size nega ti ve ly 
1 t d . 11 · 42 A . l re a e to 1nte 1gence. negat1ve corre atio n was also 
found with reading achieve ment in most countri es in the I EA 
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study. 
Mi ne r studied several family characteristics that 
include d family size. Of the results she stat e s: 
Th e correla tions b etween family size and objective 
achievement are all significant at the .05 l evel. 
Thus, it would appear that the larger the size of 
the family the poorer the performance of the child 
in school. Contrary to expectations, this finding 
was not influenced by partialling out socioeconomic 
status, suggesting that there is a deleterious effect 
of a large family size regardless of the mat e rial 
advantages available in the home. 
In summary, birth order and family size appear 
to be related to achievement. First-born children 
and children in small families tend to achieve at 
a high e r level than later-born children and children 
in large families.44 
A well -quoted study was conducted in Averdeen by 
Nisbet who hypothesized that "the environment of the lar ge 
family--the limited amount of contact between parent and 
child, and consequent retardation of the child's verbal 
development--tended to depress the environmental compon e nt of 
42w. N. Dessenberger, "A Comparative Study of Bri ght, 
Average , and Dull Pupils and their Unselected Siblings," 
(unpublish e d Doctoral dissertation, Teachers College, Te mple 
University, 1951); see also Betty Miner, " Three Factors of 
School Ach ievement," Journal of Educational Res ea rch, LX 
(1967), 370-376. 
43Thorndike, op. cit., p. 376. 
44M. 
, 1ner, op. cit., p. 377. 
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a child's test score."45 His study has pointed out that 
family size is inversely related to intelli gence. 
Family size, like SES and the othe r static vari a bl e s, 
assumes significance for educational performance when it 
acts as a mediator in parent-child relationships. The associ-
ation between family size and intelligence is explain e d by 
Nisbet as due to the negative effects of large families, 
46 
especially of low SES, on verbal development. Bel o n g ing 
to a big family implies restricted contact with adults and 
fewer opportunities of acquiring adult habits of speech and 
thought, a disadvantage which enters into the test perfor-
mance of children from large families. 
Study of Home Environment: 
Process Variables 
The need for more precise and specific environment a l 
measures which relate to the rate and level of development 
of specific characteristics and behavior has been felt by 
educational researchers. They consider the available envir-
onmental measures consisting largely of static variables so 
general that they do not reflect the features of specific 
environments that greatly influence the individual's educa-
tional behavior. In explaining the kind of environmental 
45John Nisbet, "Home Environment and Intelligence," 
Education, Economy and Society, A. H. Halsey, J. Floud and 
C. A. Anderson, eds. (New York: The Free Press, 1961), 273-287. 
46 Ibid., p. 274. 
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measures need e d , Bloom stat es that "these features are 
like ly to in c lud e the behavior o f the significant indi vi dua ls 
in the environment, the presence and use of specific r ewards 
and puni s hme nts, the presence and clarity of mod e ls of 
behavio r, and the availability and use of particul a r facilities 
and materials . " 47 
Att emp ts have been made to develop a set of measure-
ment proc e dur e s that more searchingly summarize the int e r-
actional proc e sses between th e indi v idual and the various 
features of his environment. In 1959, Fraser made some 
headway in this direction when she included motivational and 
48 
emotional aspects of the home in her study. Utilizing a 
home interview schedule she noted how parents encouraged 
their child toward academic pursuits, and their attitudes 
toward his education and future occupation. She found a 
correlation of r = .66 between parental encouragement and 
grades. 
Even the early study of Van Alst y ne included many 
variables that approach the definition of environmental 
process variables . Her list included such variables as (1) 
number of hours child is read to and told stories to, (2) 
opportunity for use of constructive play materials, and (3) 
47 Bloom, op. cit., p. 221. 
48F ·t raser, op. c1 . 
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numb e r of hour s adults are with child daily. 49 Corr e lations 
betwee n th ese variables and the intellige nce of three- year -
olds as measure d by the Kuhlmann-Binet were r = .43, r = .50, 
andr= .30, r esp ec tively. 
Dave 50 and Wolf 51 unde rtook to develop a mo del 
for syst e matically specifying some of the essential charac-
teristics of an environment which can positi ve ly or nega-
tively affect the development of gen e r a l int e lli g e nce and 
school achievement . Their works exemplify a departure from 
the traditional measures of the environment . These r esearc hers 
sought to identify and measure "environmental process vari-
ables" hypothesized t o relate directly to general intelli-
gence (Wolf) and t o s c hool achievement (Dave) . Thes e process 
variables depict ongo ing processes as the individual inter-
acts with and makes use of the learning- related elements of 
his environment . 
Wolf has identified t h ree environmental process 
variab les based on relevant theoretical and empirical litera-
tu r e in the areas of mo tivation, learning, child dev e lopme nt, 
52 
an d psychometry . He isolated a network of thirt een environ-
mental characteristics grouped into these three general 
49 D. Van Alstyne, The Environment o f Three-Year Old 
Childre n (New York: Teachers Coll e ge, Columbia University, 
1929), pp . 17-29 . 
50
wolf, op . c it . 
51 
c it . Dave, op. 
52Wolf, op. cit., pp. 29- 48. 
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dimensions. The measures of the process variables were de-
rived from ratings on each of the characteristics based on 
the answers to questions asked of the mothers. Wolf obtained 
a correlation r = .69 between his total measure of proces s 
variables and the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Maturity. 
Wolf's process variables and their corresponding process 
characteristics are listed below: 
1. Press for Achievement Motivation 
a. Nature of intellectual expectations of 
the child 
b. Nature of intellectual aspirations for 
the child 
c. Amount of information about child's 
intellectual development 
d. Nature of rewards for intellectual 
development 
2. Press for Language Development 
a. Emphasis on use of language in a variety 
of situations 
b. Opportunities provided for enlarging 
vocabulary 
c. Emphasis on correctness of usage 
d. Quality of language models available. 
3. Provisions of General Learning 
a. Opportunities provided for learning in 
the home 
b. Opportunities provided for learning out-
side the home (excluding school) 
c. Availability and encouragement of use 
of learning supplies 
d. Availability and encouragement of use of 
books, periodicals and library facilities 
e. Nature and amount of assistance provided 
to facil i tate learning in a variety of 
situations.~J 
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Dave , working with th e same sample and using th e same 
intervi e w schedul e , list e d twenty-one environmental char-
acteristics clust e red into six categori e s. Th e corr e lation 
between Dave's measure of educational environment and th e 
total achievement score on the ~fetropolitan Ac hi evement 
54 Test sis r = .799. 
Dave's model has been chosen for us e in th e presen t 
study for two reasons. First, a quick perusal of the mod e l 
given in Tabl e 4 brings to the fore the great similarities 
between Wolf's process variables and the first three in 
Dave's list. The inclusion of the three other variables in 
Dave's model presumably would allow for a better description 
of the underlying dynamic processes in the home which act 
upon the individual. Because of the more specific delinea-
tions of the home environment contained in the model, mea-
surement should potentially be more meaningful. Se condly , 
Dave used his model to measure the educational environme nt 
in the home and then to correlate it with school achievement. 
The present study has essentially the same obj ecti ve. 
The interview schedule used by Wolf and Dave has been 
slightly revised (the number of intervi ew quest ions was 
increased by one) and adopted by the Southwestern Cooperative 
53
wolf, op. cit., pp. 36-48. 
54Dave, op. cit., pp. 38-39, 100. 
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Educational Laboratory, Inc. The SWCEL revisi o n und e r the 
authorship of Wolf incorpo rates both Wolf's scale for measu r-
ing the intellectual environment in the home and Dave's for 
measuring the a c ademic environment. 
Many studies replicat e d Wolf's and Dave's in vestiga-
tions of the home environment in terms of process variables . 
Using the SWCEL parent interview schedule Kopp enhaver investi-
gated the relationship between home environme nt and the r ead-
ing achievement of high-ac hievers and low-a ch i evers at the 
fifth grade level. He concludes that there is "a qualitative 
difference in the academic environment in the homes of the 
two groups in favor of the high achieving pupils."55 A sig-
nificant difference was also found between the mean scores of 
the two groups in relation to the intellectual environment 
in the home. High achievers in reading were found to come 
from homes with better intellectual environments. 
Segesta replicated Koppenhaver's study but used 
56 Mexican-American fifth graders for her sample . Koppen-
haver's conclusions found partial support in Segesta's data. 
The academic environment correlated significant ly with high 
achievement scores but the intellectual environment did not. 
55A. Koppenhaver, "Reading Achi evement as Influenced 
by Certain Home Factors" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
University of Southern California, 1971), p. 72. 
56E. Segesta, "Reading Achievement as Influenced by 
Certain Home Factors in Mexican-American Homes" (unpublished 
Doctoral dissertation, University of Southern California, 
1976). 
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There was, howe ve r, a significant difference at the .03 
level on one variable--Provision for General Learning--in 
favor of high-achieving readers. 
Also working with Yexican-American subjects, Render-
son found significant relationships between a mo difi e d ver-
sion of Wolf's interview schedule and two measures of intel-
ligence, the Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary Tes t and the 
Goodenough-Barris Drawing Test. 57 Garber likewise modifi ed 
Wolf's questionnaire and found clear differences among the 
home environments of Spanish-American, Navajo, and Pueblo 
58 first graders. 
The Home Environment Review (HER), developed by Gar-
ber, is a shortened version of Wolf's questionnaire (admin-
istration time set at fifteen minutes). The instrument is 
composed of nine variables and nine rating scales. Garber 
and Ware employed the HER to examine relationships between 
home environment and intelligence. Their sample consisted 
of Caucasian poverty level first-graders enrolled in the 
Follow-Through Program. A stepwise multiple regression 
analysis produced a multiple correlation coefficient of 
57R. Henderson, "Environmental Stimulation and Intel-
lectual Development of Mexican-American Children: An Explora-
tory Study" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University 
of Arizona, 1966). 
58M. Garber, "Ethnicity and Measure of Educability" 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Southern 
California, 1968). 
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r = .49 wh e n all nin e variables were included in the pr e dic-
. t. 59 t1on equa Ion. 
Another study using the SWCEL parent int e rvi e w and 
rating scal e s was conducted by Day. Her study focus e d o n 
the relationship of the home environment to the achi e ve me nt 
of disadvantaged Me xican American and Caucasian fourth grade 
" 1 60 pup1 s. Using the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, sh e 
grouped her sample into high and low achievers. Th e findin g s 
of a two-by-two chi-square test of significance netted 
results that were statistically significant beyond the .001 
level. 
Two other studies that delved into the influence of 
home factors on reading achievement were carried out by 
61 Yokley and Alvira-Benitez. 62 Yokley interviewed both 
parents and children to gather information regarding these 
environmental variables: 
59 W. B. Ware and M. Garber, "The Home Environment 
as a Predictor of School Achievement," Theory into Practice, 
XI (June, 1972), 191-195. 
60s. Day, "Home Factors Influencing Achievement of 
Disadvantaged Students" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
University of Southern California, 1973). 
61 A.M. Yol-:ley, "A Study of the Relationship Between 
Parent-Child Interaction and the Reading Achievement of 
Elementary School Children" (unpublished Doctoral disserta-
tion, Indiana University, 1958). 
62s. Alvira-Benitez, "Selected Factors in Home 
Environment and Puerto Rican Fourth Grade Pupils' Reading 
Achievement" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Temple 
University, 1976). 
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l. language exp e ri e nces in the home 
2. home-school relationships 
3. leve l of aspirations for the child 
4. daily routin e duties in th e h ome 
5. pare ntal methods of disciplin e and control 
6. recrea tional acti v ities in the home 
Al v ira-Be nitez had subjects who were Puerto Rican fourth 
grade rs in a low socio-economic district. His lis t of ge n-
eral home e nv ironme nt variables included: 
l. home living environment 
2. economic status 
3. educational back g round of par e nts 
4. langua g e used at home 
5. reading activities 
6. parent-child reading interaction 
Both researchers conduct e d personal interviews with par e nts 
in the home with interv iew questions they themselves deve l-
oped and pilot tested. Yokley's major h ypothesis was sup-
ported by her findings which showed that the interaction 
between pare nts and their children was significantly rel ated 
to the reading achievement of the childre n. Her resul t s 
disclosed a difference between family li vi ng in the home s 
of the good readers and that found in the homes of most of 
the poor readers. 
Out of the twenty-one specific home variables listed 
on Alvira-Benitez's questionnaire, twelve emerged as predic-
table factors for the Iowa Test of Basic Skills and fourteen 
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for the Lippincott Serie s Test. Six wer e commonly shar e d. 
Aspects of the home environme nt such as r e ading activiti e s 
of pare nts a nd children, viewing of educational TV progr a ms, 
us e of ho use space, and numb e r of family me mber s l iv in g in 
the house we re found to ha ve a stro ng influence on th e chil-
dren's r e ading achievement. 
Environme ntal proc e ss variables wer e used in two 
cross-cultural studies. In a study of Trinidad natives in 
the West Indi e s, Dyer investigated the relationships betwee n 
home environment and both intelligence and school a c hieve -
63 
ment. Using a sample of fifth graders and Wolf's and 
Dave's environmental scales, Dyer obtained correlations of 
r = .86 between environment and achievement and r = .68 
between environment and intelligence. In England, ~larjori-
banks developed a new measure of the home learning environ-
ment that parallels Wolf's and Dave's instruments. Th e home 
learning environment is defined as the union of four sub-
environments postulated to be related to these four mental 
abilities: verbal, number, spatial, and reasonin g . A set 
of eight environmental forces and their related environme n ta l 
characteristics were then identified and postulate d to be 
related to the mental abilities. The forces were labeled: 
1. press for achievement 
2. press for activeness 
63P. B. Dyer, "The Effects of Environmental . Process 
Variables on the School Achievement of Elementary School 
·' Children in Trinidad, West Indies" (unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, University of Alberta, 1966). 
:: 
' 
3. press for intellectuality 
4. press for independence 
5. press for English 
6. press for ethlanguage (language spoken in 
the home other than English) 
7. mother dominance 
8. father dominance 
Summarizing his findings, Marjoribanks states: 
The environment measure accounted for a large 
percentage of the variance in verbal, number and 
total ability scores and a moderate percentage of 
the variance in reasoning ability scores. For spa-
tial ability the relationship with the environment 
was less definite. The environment measure accounted 
for more of the variance in the ability scores than 
did a set of social status indicators and family 
structure variables.64 
The foregoing studies illustrate the usefulness of 
a conceptually separate sllir€nvironment as being important 
in studying individual cognitive characteristics. One can 
conceive, then, of as many sub-environments,or constructs, 
as there are individual characteristics. It appears that 
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these su~nvironments can be measured with efficacy through 
the identification of process variables that best describe 
as exhaustively as possible all the complex forces and 
factors which surround, engulf and play on the individual. 
The wide range of process variables that research has so 
64 K. Marjoribanks, ''Environment, Social Class, and 
Mental Abilities," Journal of Educational Psychology, LXIII 
(1972), 103-109. 
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far evinced and the close semblance of many of them point 
to the possibility that ways of describing and measuring 
environments with more precision and refinement may be em-
pirically established. 
Summary 
The preceding discussions give evidence of the direc-
tion that the study of home environment has take n in the 
last two decades. A more discerning concept of environment 
such as that advanced by Bloom paved the way for the evolve-
ment of environmental measures that more truly demonstrate 
the potent interrelationships between sub-environments of 
the total environment that surround the individual and the 
development of selected behavioral characteristics such as 
intelligence, academic achievement and personality traits. 
The trend has shifted from the use of socio-economic 
measures, or what has been termed "static variables," to 
the utilization of more subtle intrafamily and interpersonal 
measures. New instruments such as those devised by Wolf 
and Dave have been used to increase our existing knowledge 
of the interactive process between a student and his environ-
ment. But much still remains to be uncovered relative to 
environment-individual interaction processes which are educa-
tionally significant. We are aware that some environments 
clearly discourage school learning while other encourage and 
reinforce it. To a great extent, the nature and quality of 
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educational experiences are determined by the characteris-
tics of :he learner's environment. Research efforts ar e 
presently directed toward studying and measuring environ-
mental features that tend to mold the educational behavior 
of the child. The quest continues for 
... ways in which different parts of an individual's 
environment may be used to effect desirable changes in 
the individual as well as ways in which environments 
may be created which will bring about desired develop-
me nts.65 
65 Bloom, op. cit., p. 222. 
Chapter III 
METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter is divided into four maj o r sections. 
Preceded by a restatement of the problem, di sc u s sions will 
center on these main topics: (1) th e hypothes e s, (2) th e 
nature and selection of the sample, (3) the instruments and 
pro cedures used for collecting the data, and (4) the statis-
tical techniques utilized in the analysis of the data. 
Restatement of the Problem 
This study investigated the relationship betwee n the 
educational environment in the home and the reading achieve-
ment of Filipino-American third-grade and fifth-grade chil-
dren in the Stockton Unified School District. It also looked 
into the social correlates of reading achievement such as 
socio-economic status, parents' educational level, par e nts' 
generational status, and sex of the childre n in the sample. 
The Hypotheses 
The fundamental question to be considered is the 
relationship between the total rating on the Index of Educa-
tional Environment and reading achievement. It is anticipated 
that the data obtained from the interview schedule will reveal 
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a relatio ns hip between the educational environment in th e 
home and r eading achievement in Grades Three and Five. Th e 
first and second hypotheses are concern e d with this rel at i on-
ship. 
Hypoth e ses Three and Four are comp a r at i ve in nature . 
The third hypothesis compares the IEE ratin gs for Gr a des 
Three and Fi ve. It is hypot hes ized that the educational 
environment in the home changes in relation to age and grade 
level. The fourth hypothesis tests for si gnificant differ-
ences between the two grade levels on the relationship of 
home educational environment to reading achievement. It 
is hypothesized that the correlation betwee n the home e duca-
tional environment and reading achievement diminishes as the 
child progresses in age and grade level. 
In addition to the major hypotheses just described, 
four other minor hypotheses pertaining to the socio l o gical 
variables of socio-economic status, parents' educational 
level, parents' generational status, and sex as they relate 
to reading achievement were developed. Expressed in nu l l 
form, the eight hypotheses advanced relevant to this st udy 
are 
Hypothesis One: There is no relationship betwee n 
the measure of educational environment in the home and r ead-
ing achievement of Filipino-American pupils in Grade Thre e. 
Hypothe sis Two: There is no relationship between 
the measure of educational env ironment in the home and reading 
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achi eve ment of Filipino-American pupils in Grade Five. 
Hypo th es is Thre e: There is no mean diffe ren ce 
~ between Grade Thre e and Grade Five in relation to the follow-
ing environmental process variables: 
l. Educational environment in the home (lEE) 
2. Achievement press 
3. Language models 
4. Academic guidance 
5. Activeness of the family 
6. Intellectuality in the home 
7. Work habits in the family 
Hypothesis Four: The correlation between educational 
environment in the home and reading achievement in Grade 
Three is equal to the correlation between educational en v iron-
ment in the home and read ing achievement in Grade Five. 
Hypothesis Five: There is no relationship between 
socio-economic status and reading achievement. 
Hypothesis Six: The re is no rel at ionship betwe e n 
parents' educational level and reading achievement. 
Hypothesis Seven: There is no relationship bet ween 
parents' generational status and reading achievement. 
Hypothesis Eight: There is no rela tionship between 
sex and reading achievement. 
Nature and Selection of the Sample 
Ninety-six Filipino-American children in the third 
and fifth grades who attended the Stockton Unified School 
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Distric~ during the 1977-78 school year comprised the sampl e 
of the study. The original list of potential subjects carne 
from twelve schools in SUSD that had the greatest number of 
Filipino-American children as reported in the 1977 SUSD 
Racial and Ethnic Report. However, due to the limited num-
ber of third- and fifth-graders and the hi gh p e rcentage of 
non-respo nse and reluctance on the part of the parents to 
participate adequately in the study, stude nts from seven 
other schools were included and all thos e who responded were 
included in the sample. Six families were discovered to ha ve 
children in both third and fifth grades. Each family was 
assigned to only one grade. 
Eliminated from the study were .those children iden-
tified as mentally retarded and those categorized as limit e d 
English speakers. The latter classification was on the 
basis of their performance on the test for language domin-
ance administered yearly by SUSD in compliance with guide-
lines set for programs receiving Federal monies. 
From the figures shown in Table 1, it is readily d is-
cernible that the sample is all but equally distributed 
between grades and between sexes. The di ffe rence betwee n 
the number of native parents and that of the non-natives is 
obviously negligible. SES, however, presents a dissimilar 
pattern. Not only are there no families representative of 
the upper socio-economic level, but the number of low SES 
families far exceeds that from the middle level, up to thre e 
Tabl e l 
Desc ription of Sampl e According to Socio-Economic 
Status, Pare nts' Generational Status, and Sex 
Demographic Characte r istic Grade 3* Grad e 5* 
1. SES 
Middle 12 15 
Lowe r 36 33 
2. PGS 
Nat i ve 25 27 
Non - Native 2 3 21 
3 . Sex 
Male 25 23 
Female 23 25 
*N for each grade is 48 . 
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N 
27 
69 
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time s as ma ny in the third gra de . Th i s imbal a nce can p a rtl y 
be attribut e d to the fact that a numb e r of the mo r e afflue n t 
.famili e s reside in the northern area of Sto ckton whi c h is 
zoned to the Linco ln and Lodi School Districts. Th e r e are 
also a numbe r of families that send their childre n to Catho-
lic and other private schools. 
Relati ve to the parents' educational leve l , onl y 5% 
of th e parents of the sample possess a college degr e e or 
higher, while 26% of them had had some post high school 
training. High school gradua tes c onstitute 31 % of the s a m-
ple's parents. The rest had had some high school education 
or less. Eleven fathers were deceased and were exclude d in 
the count. The raw figures represented by thes e percentages 
may be found in Table 2. 
Assessment Instruments 
This study made use of three instruments and tech-
niques. The Metropolitan Achievement Tests provided the 
reading scores while Dave's Interview Sche dule and Ra tin g 
Scales (SWCEL version) were used in assessing the educational 
environment in the home. Socio-economic status was me asure d 
by computing the Index of Status Characteristics (ISC) as 
de veloped by Warner, Meeker, and Eells. 
The Metropolitan Achievement Tests ( MAT) 
Pursuant to the annual state achievement testing 
program, SUSD administered the Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
Table 2 
Description of Sample According to Parents' 
Eight Years Some High Some Post 
or l ess of School High School High School 
School Education Graduate Training 
Grade 3 
Father 10 6 15 11 
Mother 10 8 15 13 
Total 20 14 30 24 
Grade 5 
Father 4 9 15 10 
Mother 7 12 12 14 
Total 11 21 27 24 
Educational Level 
Some Pos t 
College Gradua te 
Graduate Work 
2 0 
1 1 
3 1 
2 0 
2 1 
4 1 
Advanc ed 
Deg r ee 
MA, LLB, DDS 
e tc. 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
(Jl 
t\.) 
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to all the elementary school stude nts in a!a y, 1978. Wid e ly 
used in the Cnited States, the ~!AT is organized in six leve ls 
or batteri e s, covering grade s one throu g h twelve. SCSD us e d 
the Primary II Battery for Grade Three while the Int e rmedi ate 
Battery was given to Grades Five and Six. The reading section 
of the Primary II Battery contains tests on word knowledge, 
word analysis, and reading comprehension. Word knowled ge 
and reading comprehension are the main areas tested in th e 
Intermediate Bat tery. 
Exclusively reviewing the reading achievement portion 
of the MAT, Robinson considers the test series ''one of the 
best survey tests on reading achievement on the market today, 
1 
carefully planned, carefully tested, and well produced. " 
The test norms are based on large samples of pupils matching 
the national school population with respect to such factors 
as geographic region, size of city, socio-economic status 
and general mental ability. The high reliabilities evide nt 
in Table 3 and a measure of validity that has been obtain e d 
through careful study of curricula, judgment of experts and 
repeated experimentation support the acceptance of the MAT 
as a dependable measure of reading achievement of the chil-
dren in this study. 
1H. A. Robinson, "Metropolitan Achievement Tests: 
Reading," Reading: Tests and Reviews (ed.) 0. K. Buras 
(New Jersey: Gryphon Press, 1968), pp. 311-312. 
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Table 3 presents reliability data for the Primary II 
and Interme diate Batteries. Split-half (odd-even) coeffi -
cients, corrected by the Spea r man- Brown form u la, Saupe's 
estimate of Kuder - Richardson Formula 20 reliability, and th e 
standard error of measurement in terms of standard score 
are gi ven. 
Table 3 
Reliability Co efficients and Standard Error of 
Measurement o f the MAT Reading Subtests2 
Primar;y II Le vel Intermediate Level 
Test Std. Error Std . Error 
Sub j e c t s rke r tt 
Wo r d 
Knowledge .93 .95 
Word 
Analysi s .90 .93 
Reading .93 .95 
Total Reading .96 .97 
Dave's Interview Schedule 
a nd Rating Scales 
o f Meas. ss rke rtt of Meas. 
2 .5 .92 . 9 3 3. 4 
2 .8 
2 . 7 .93 . 93 3 .8 
1.9 . 96 . 96 2.7 
Dave's instrument is a measure of the educational 
ss 
enviro nment i n the home. The home environment is viewed, not 
2w. N. Durost, Metropolitan Achievement Tests, 
Teacher's Handbook ( New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc . , 
1971), p . 16 . 
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as a single entity, but as a number of sub-environments 
operating to influence specific behavioral characteristics. 
The educational environment in the home is a sub-environme nt 
conceived to be related to educational performance. 
In order to collect data on the educational environ-
ment in the home, Dave developed an interview schedule 
within the framework of six environmental process variables 
he identified from theoretical and empirical literature. The 
interview schedule underwent several tryouts and revisions, 
and as Dave explains 
The final interview schedule contains sixty-three 
questions. Most of these questions have sub-questions 
for the purpose of eliciting precise and comprehensive 
responses. The questions included in the schedule are 
designed to obtain specific evidence about the different 
variables and their process characteristics.3 
Each of the six process variables has been further 
delineated in terms of process characteristics. Twenty-one 
process characteristics were identified and rating scales 
were developed for each of them. Each rating scale ex-
tends from one to nine, with one as the lowest rating and 
nine, the highest. The alternative points of each scale, 
namely points one, three, five, seven and nine, are described 
briefly to aid the rater in making objective and reliable judg-
ments. Ratings for the process characteristics are combined 
into scores for each process variable and these six scores 
3 Dave, op. cit., p. 46. 
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are in turn total e d to yield a single score that is the Index 
of Educational Environment (IEE). 
The environmental process variables and their 
corresponding process characteristics appear in Table 4. 
Also listed therein are the numbers of the interview questions 
which prov ide information for the respective characte risti cs . 
The twent y-one rating scales are found in Appendix B. 
Da ve's instrument departs from traditional tech-
niques. Through a personal interview with the parents the 
investigator can get deeper insights into en v ironmental fac-
tors by probing in greater depth into ways by which parents 
and children interact in the various facets of home activities. 
It allows for the use of psychometric procedures in the trea t -
ment of environmental data. 
Validity and reliability estimates of Dave's instru-
ment have been reported to be satisfactory. Construct valid-
ity was established by demonstrating that the relationship 
between educational achievement and IEE is greater than that 
between educational achievement and the sociological status 
characteristics of social class, occupation of the father, 
and education of the parents. Dave adds the following 
validity information: 
The correlation between Index of Educational 
Environment and the total achievement scores, which 
is .799, indicates the predictive validity of the 
instrument, where the total achievement score is 
the criterion variable. The correlation indicates 
that the proportion of variance of the criterion 
Table 4 
The Environmental Process Variables, Process Characteristics 
and their Re lated Questions in th e Interview Sche dul e 
Environmental 
Process 
Variables 
1. Achievement 
Press 
2. Language 
Models 
Environmental Process Characteristics 
la. Parental aspirations for the education of the 
child 
lb. Parents' own aspirations 
lc. Parents' interest in academic achievement 
ld. Social press for academic achievement 
le. Standard of reward for educational attainment 
lf. Knowledge of the educational progress of the 
child 
lg. Preparation and planning f or the attainment 
of educat i onal goals 
2a. Quality of the language usage of the parents 
2b. Opportuni ties for the enlargement and use of 
vocabula r y a nd sent ence pa tt erns 
2c . Keenness of the parent s f or cor r ec t and e f fe c-
tive l anguage usage 
Que stion Number in the 
Interview Schedule 
4, 5, 37, 38, 40, 43 
40, 41, 42, 43 
6, 7, 23, 24, 46 
44, 45 
4, 13, 49, 52 
2 , 3 , 51 , 54 , 55 
46, 47, 48, so, 52, 53, 62 
de termined by tot a l ve r-
ba l r esponse dur i ng in-
t e rv iew 
7. 9, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 
30 , 34, 36 
14. 18. 31, 34. 35 
c..n 
-.J 
T~ble 4. Continued 
Environmental 
Process 
Variables 
3. Academic 
Guidance 
4. Activeness of 
the family 
5. Intellectuality 
Environmental Process Characteristics 
3a. Availability of guidance on matters relating 
to school work 
3b. Quality of guidance on matters relating to 
school work 
3c. Availability and use of materials and facilities 
related to school learning 
4a. The extent and content of the indoor activities 
of the family 
4b. The extent and content of the outdoor activities 
during weekends and vacations 
4c. Use of TV and such other media 
4d. Use of books, periodical literature, library 
and such other facilities. 
in the Home Sa . Nature and quality of toys, games, and hobbies 
made available to the child 
5b. Opportunities for thinking and imagination in 
daily activi ties 
Question Number in Lhe 
Interview Schedule 
21, 22, 52, 54, 55, 57 
2, 3, 16, 21, 22, 23, 
25 
11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22 
7, 10, 26, 27 
6, 7, 8, 9, 27 
32, 33 
7, 10, 14, 31 
12, 13 
7, 15, 16, 25 
()l 
-\X) 
Tahie 4. Continued 
Environmental 
Proces s 
Variables 
6. Work Habits in 
the Family 
Environmental Process Characteristics 
6a. Degree of structure and routine in the home 
management 
6b. Preference for the educational activities over 
other pleasurable things 
Question Number in the 
Int e rview Schedule 
57. 58. 59. 60 
53, 56, 57. 61, 62, 63 
(Jl 
CD 
variabl e accounted for by the Index of Educational 
Environment is .638.4 
To further study the predictive validity of the environ-
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mental measure, modification of the predictor and crit e ri o n 
variables was performed. The resulting multiple and canoni-
cal correlations did not prove to be significantly higher 
than the simple correlation between the IEE and the total 
achievement scores when tested at the .05 level, and repre -
sent the extensions of the pre dictive validity. 
The reliability of the instrument was estimated by 
using Hoyt's method that utili z es a two-way analysis of vari-
ance. The reliability coefficient obtain e d was .95. Dave 
also studied the stability of the results in relation to 
sample size (60) and deduced that the results obtained from 
the sample in his study were reasonably stable, and hence 
reliable. 
The Index of Status Characteristics (ISC) 
The Index of Status Characteristics is primarily an 
index of socio-economic factors. It can also serve as a 
more simply applied technique for estimating social class. 
Two propositions are put forth by the authors in support of 
ISC as a measure of social class: 
1. Economic and other prestige factors are highly 
.important and closely correlated with social class; and 
4
nave, op. cit., p. 75. 
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2. These social and economic factors such as t al,: n , 
income, and mon e y must b e translat e d into social-class be hav -
-ior acc eptable to the memb e rs of any given social level of 
th . t 5 · e commun1 y. 
An Index of Status Characteristics for any family ca n 
be obt a ined by thre e basic steps: 
1. Ratin g the status characteristics that c o nsti-
tute the ISC, 
2. Obtaining a weighted total of these ratings, 
3. Con verting this weighted total into social-
class equivalence. 
Making the Ratings. Primary ratings ar e made on 
either three or four of these status charact e ristics: occu-
pation, source of income, house type, and dwelling area. No 
ISC should be computed if data on more than one status char-
acteristic are lacking. A seven-point scale is used to rat e 
each of the four status characteristics, with a "very high " 
status rating of 1 to a "very low" status rating of 7. The 
rating scales for source of income, house type and dwelling 
area are briefly enumerated in Table 5. The more detailed 
descriptions given by Warner and associates were used to 
guide the ratings of these status characteristics in the 
present study. The revised rating scale for occupation has 
--more involved classifications and is given in Appendix F. 
5 Warner, et al., op. cit., p. 39. 
Rating 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Table 5 
Scales for Rating Source of Income, House Type, 
and Dwelling Area 
Source of Income House Type 
Inherited Wealth Excellent 
Earned Wealth Ver y Good 
Profits and Fees Good 
Salary Average 
Wages Fair 
Private Relief Poor 
Public Relief Very Poor 
Table 6 
Weights for Computing the Index of Status 
Characteristics 
All Source of 
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Dwelling Ar ea 
Very Hi gh 
High 
Above Ave r age 
Average 
Below Average 
Low 
Very Low 
Dwelling 
Status Ratings Occupation Income House Type Area 
Characteristic Available Missing Missing Missing Mis sing 
Occupation 4 5 5 5 
Source of Income 3 5 4 4 
House Type 3 4 4 3 
Dwelling Area 2 3 3 3 
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Ob t ainin g a We i ghted Total. The ratin gs obtain e d o n 
the status characteristi c s are each assi gn e d a we i ght, mu l -
tipli e d by the ir r e sp ec tive weights, and th e n combine d int o 
a sin g l e nume rical ind e x which can be any number fr om 12 t o 
84 inclusi ve. Tabl e 6 shows the weights for when four or 
three status characteristics are used. 
Con ve rting We i ght e d Total in to Soci al Class Form. 
The final pro cedure is to ascribe a probable soci a l class 
position to the family being rated. Even the authors did 
not find setting up the social class equi val e nts an easy 
task. This is understandable since the r e latio ns hip b e t wee n 
social class (as measured by actual social pa r t ic ipati o n and 
social reputation) and socio-economic status, while pre-
sumably fairly close in most American communiti e s, could 
vary from community to community in the precise natur e of 
the relationship. The presence of ethnic minorit y groups 
in the community can doubtlessly affect the nature of this 
variation . A further refinement of the Index was there f o r e 
undertaken and an adaptation of the ISC was made for th e 
factor of ethnicity. The conclusion was r e ache d that by 
treating ethnic minorities as Old Americans no s e rious erro r s 
of overpredictions or und e rpredictions would result. 
From among the three- alternati ve sugge s tions that 
the authors make for con verting the ISC into an equi valent 
social class, the one indicated for Old Americans was 
selected for this study. For this purpose the classificat io ns 
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recommended were conde nsed into these broad ca t e go ri e s: 
upp e r, middl e, and lower levels. Table 7 following shows 
the social class equivalents of the ISC ratings used. 
Table 7 
Social Class Equivalents for ISC Ratings 
Weight e d Total of Ratin g s 
12 - 24 
25 - 53 
54 - 84 
Social Class Equival e nts 
Upper 
Middle 
Lower 
As mentioned earlier, further refinements and modi-
fications were designed to improve the accuracy of predic-
tion. An 85% accuracy of prediction on Old Americans sub-
stantiated the validity of ISC and a correlation coeffici e nt 
of r = .97 disclosed an essentially linear relationship 
between ISC and the Evaluated Participation method of ascer-
taining social class through interview and analytic techn iques . 
Collection of the Data 
Preliminary procedures involved obtaining permission 
to gather the necessary data from the SUSD Office of Research 
and Evaluation and from the parents. (See Appendix C for 
.a copy of the letter to parents.) All the children whose 
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p a r e nts a g r e ed to be int e r v i e we d we r e in clude d in the s am-
pl e . Only one l e tter came b a ck si g n ifyi n g the de sire of 
the parent s not to be int e rvi e we d. 
Foll ow-up tel e pho ne calls wer e made to co nfirm the 
inte r v iew time suggested by the parents or to a rra nge for 
anothe r time tha t was mutu a lly a g reeabl e . The t elepho ne 
calls he lpe d boost the numbe r o f parents wh o a c ce de d to 
participate in the study and expe dit e d th e r e p l a ceme nt of 
parents who did not want to be in t erv iewed. 
The Intervi e w 
Most of the interviews were conduct e d during the 
day with only the mother present. Severa l e ve ning inter-
views were held and both parents were often present in 
these. Each interview lasted approximat e l y an hour. Althou gh 
it was sometimes necessary to redirect the comme nts of th e 
parents to the question at hand, the commen ts we r e u se ful 
in evaluating the language proficiency of the pare nts and 
sometimes even helped in expanding their vi ews on othe r 
questions in the interview schedule. 
The parents were asked all the que s t ion s tha t a r e in 
the SWCEL list. (See Appendix A.) The respo nde nts' re-
plies were recorded in longhand or taped wh e never permis-
sion was given to do so. The responses were the n later 
rated according to the rating s c ales prov ided for each pro-
cess characteristic. This was done as soon as possible, usuall y 
at th e e nd o f e a c h day, in o rde r to insur e a cc uracy of 
ratin g . 
De mo g ra phi c Data 
6 6 
Acco mpanying each lett e r to th e pare nts was an in fo r-
mation sh ee t r equ esting info r mat i o n r egarding the par e nt s ' 
occupation (to he lp determine SES) and th e ir pl a c e o f birt h 
(to e stablish PGS). (S e e App e ndix D.) In fo rmation gi ve n i n 
this shee t was a gain verifi e d at the start of the int e r v i ew . 
Data on the parents ' educational level was obtained in the 
course of the intervi e w. The qu e stion on PEL was pos e d as 
the pare nts talke d about their educ ational aspira tio ns f o r 
and exp e ctatio ns of the ir child. This was do ne in co nside r a -
tion of the fact that many Filipino pare nts might b e some-
what hesi t ant to put such information down on pa pe r but would 
talk more freely about the same in an int e rvi e w situati o n a nd 
in relation to their children's own education. 
Socio- Economic Status 
The SES of each family was det e rmin e d by comp ut i n g 
the ISC from ratings gi ven to each of these thre e status 
characteris t ics: fath e r ' s occupation, dwe lling are a a nd 
house type. Each characteristic was rated on a scale o f l 
(highest) to 7 (lowest) and each rating was th e n multip lied 
by its ass i gned weight. The status charact e risti c s an d 
their respective weights are as follows: 
occupation .... . ... 5 
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ho us e t ype ..... . .. 4 
dwe ll i ng a r e a ... . . 3 
As me n t i o n e d e arl ie r. th e occ u p a t i o n of t h e fa th e r 
was ta ke n f r om th e in fo r mat i o n s h eet f i l l e d o u t by t h e pa r-
e n ts . Wh e r e t he fa th e r i s d e ceased o r th e moth e r is t h e o n1y 
p a r e n t liv i n g i n th e ho u se hold , th e mothe r 's oc c upatio n i s 
used as th e c rit e ri o n. 
Rati n gs f o r ho use ty p e we r e gi ve n by t h e r e s e a r c h e r 
he r se lf du ri n g th e ho me int e r v i e w visit s . Less tha n h a l f a 
doze n in te r views, howeve r, ha d t o be condu c t e d at t h e p1 ac~ 
o f e mpl oyme nt ( during th e lun c h ho urs) of t h e noth e r a nd 
thi s neces s it a t e d actua l v i s i ts to th home s i t e s in o r d e r 
to arri ve at an appro pri a te r a ting fo r th e ho use type . 
Ev aluation of th e dwe llin g ar e a was base d o n th e 
Cit y of Stoc k t o n Censu s Tract fo r 1975 (Appe nd i x E). A cor-
respondin g rating was g i ve n as the c e ns u s trac t fo r eac h 
stude nt ' s addres s was located. 
Re ad i n g Ac hieveme nt 
Th e r e ading achi eveme nt data u se d in th is stud y we r e 
the total r ead in g score s th e childre n obta in e d o n th e ~AT 
durin g the cl o s e of th e 1977-78 schoo l y ea r. Th e sco r es we re 
mad e acc essible to th e r e searc h e r by th e SUSD Resea r c h a nd 
Evaluation Offi c e upon pr e s e nt a tion of th e pa r e n ts ' si g n e d 
consent for ms and the approval of the Coo rdin a t o r o f th e 
Office o f Re s ea rch and Evaluat i on. The scor e s availabl e we r e 
in percentil e form and were converted into standard scores 
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to fa c i l i t a t e s tal i s t i c a 1 t r e al me n t . 
Statistical Tre atme nt of th e Dal a 
Two basic s t a ti s tical proce dures we r e e mploy e d in 
analyzing the data in t h is study. Th e P e arso n Pro d uct -
1lome nt procedure was us e d to t e st the hyp o theses a ppe rtain -
ing to th~ r e lati o n s hip b etween r eadin g a c hi eve ment and eac h 
of th e six l EE variabl e s as well as the t ota l l EE rating . 
Th e same procedure was appli e d in determinin g whet he r any 
significant relationship e xist e d betwee n th e depe nde nt va r i -
abl e of r e ading achi e vement and the c lassif i c atory variabl es, 
SES, PEL, PGS, and sex. 
A number of one-way Anal yse s of Varian ce (A NOVA) 
tested the relationship between Grade s Three and Fi ve o n 
the different IEE variables as well as the prese n ce of syst e m-
atic differences between the means of the two l e vels of the 
de mographic variabl e s . Throughout the study, the .10 l eve l 
of confidence was considered signifi cant. 
One hypoth e sis tested for si gnificant diffe r e n ces 
between two inde pende nt variabl e s, the r e latio nship betwee n 
the educational enviro nmen t in the home and r e ading achi e ve -
ment at the two grade l e vels . An r to Fishe r Z transforma-
tion was performed, followed by a criti ca l z t es t. 
The comput e r program used to analyze all the data 
for this study was the Statistical Pac kage for the Social 
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Sc i e nces for 86700 Ve r s ion H. The d a ta we r e a na l yz e d at t he 
c ompu te r faci l it ie s of the Uni vers it y of the Pac i f i c . 
Summa r y 
Th e princ ipal int e n t o f this study was to i nve sti-
gate th e r e latio ns hip b e tween t he e du c a ti o n a l e n vi r o nme n t 
in the home a nd reading a c hi e veme n t o f Fi l i pi no-Ame ri ca n 
childre n a t t wo g r a de l e ve ls us i ng e nvi r o nme nt al p r o c e ss 
variabl e s as th e me a s ure of e du c a t ional e nv ironme nt . The 
sample consisted of nine ty-six childre n f r om nine t een s c hoo l s 
in SUSD. Data on the home e nv ironment we r e ga th e r e d by me a ns 
of home -conduc t e d intervi e ws with the p a r e nts of the s a mp l e 
usin g Dave's Interview Schedule and Ratin g Sc al es . Re a din g 
achievement measures were derived from the t o tal r e ad i ng 
scores on the Metropolit a n Achievement Tests. Th e soci o -
economic status was comput e d using Warner's Inde x of 
Status Charact e ristics with de mo graphic d a ta coming fr om 
informati o n she ets filled out by parents. Statist ical tre at -
ment of the data include d Pearson corre l a t i o nal c ompu tati o n s 
and one -way Anal ysis of Variance using the .10 l eve l of 
significance. The results of the se anal ys e s are d i scus s e d 
in the f ollowing chapter. 
Chapter IV 
PRESENTATION AND ru~ALYSIS OF THE DATA 
This research study was d es igned to investi gat e th e 
relationship between educational e nv i ronme nt in th e home 
and reading achievement at the third- and fifth-grade 
levels. The relationship between reading achieve me nt and 
demographic variables such as socio-eco nomic status, pare nts' 
educational level, parents' generational status and sex 
was also examined. The sample con s isted of ninety-six 
Filipino-American children attending classes in the 
Stockton Unified School District. 
The Pearson Product-Moment and the Analysis of 
Variance were the principal statistical methods used, and 
the .10 level was chosen to establish statistical signifi-
cance. Following a brief description of the variables 
investigated in this study the statistical analyse s of the 
hypotheses tested are presented and discussed. 
The Variables 
A total of twelve variables were identified and 
included in the present study. They are listed with their 
means and standard deviations in Table 8 (Grade 3) and 
Table 9 ( Grade 5). 
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Table 8 
Descriptive Statistics for the Variables Included in 
the Study for Grade Three 
Variable 
Number Variable Name Mean 
1 Index of Educational Environment 4.57 
la Achievement Press 4.69 
lb Language Models 4.44 
lc Academic Guidance 4.63 
ld Activeness of the Family 4.49 
le Intellectuality in the Home 4.49 
lf Work Habits i n the Family 4.63 
2 Socio-economic Status 60.62 
3 Parents' Educational Level 2. 77 
4 Parents' Generational Status 1.48 
5 Sex 1.48 
6 Reading Achievement 62.46 
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Standard 
Deviation 
. 55 
.56 
. 59 
.63 
.59 
.69 
. 67 
11.49 
1.16 
. 50 
.so 
10.41 
Ta bl e 9 
Descrip tive St a t is tic s f or th e Variabl es Inc lud ed i n 
the Study for Gr ade Five 
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Variable St andard 
Number Variable Name Mean Devi.:1t io n 
1 Index of Educational Environment 4.68 . 56 
la Achievement Press 4.85 . 62 
lb Language Models 4.51 . 52 
lc Academic Guidance 4. 51 .61 
ld Activeness of the Family 4.61 . 61 
le Intellectuality in the Home 4.59 . 58 
lf Work Habits in the Family 4.85 .69 
2 Socio-economic Level 58.75 12.95 
3 Parents' Educational Level 3.00 1.01 
4 Parents' Generational Status 1.44 . so 
5 Sex 1. 52 .so 
6 Reading Achievement 74.15 11.34 
- - --- -- -· -
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The first variabl e , Inde x o f Edu c ati o nal En vi r o n-
ment, i s th e summarizing vari able f o r the process va riab l es 
enume ra t e d as la throug h lf and represents th e t o t a l measu r e 
of educationa l envir onme nt in the home. Th e proc e ss c h a rac -
teristi cs that compri se each process variab l e we r e rat e d 
on a nin e -point sc a le . The ratin gs f o r the pro c e s s vari-
abl e s equa l e d the sum of the ratin gs for thei r res~ ccti ve 
process c haracteristics. Th e r at in gs f or t~~ pra c ~3 s 
variabl es were c o mbined to secure the total lEE rating. 
Fo r easi e r cursory compar i sons the me ans and st a nd-
ard dev ia tions gi ven in Tabl e s 8 and 9 were obtaine d fr om 
a line ar transformation of the rating s int o a scale of 1 t o 
9, with 9 as the highest rating. From the clustering of the 
means aro und the midpoint one can infer the presen ce of a 
satisfac tory degree of positive family interaction patt e rns 
in the home environment of t h e sample in this study . 
Except for Reading Achieveme nt the rest of the 
variabl es are demographic in nature. The ratings for Socio-
economi c Status (SES) were arrived at using Warner's Index 
of Soci al Cha racteristics. Both the SES means for the 
third and fifth grades fall within the lower SES range of 
54-84. Le ss than one-third of the total samp le belonged 
to the mi ddle SES classification; none qualified for the 
upper SES stratum. 
Seven categories were used to establish the Parents' 
Educat ional Level (PEL). (Refer to Table 2, Chapter 3.) 
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The fath e r's and mother's educational qualifications we r e 
average d to yield a sin g l e PEL ratin g . Where only one par e nt 
lived in the hous e hold, h is /her ratin g was us e d as t he PEL 
rating. Eight years or less of schooling was given th e 
lowest rating of 1 and an advanced deg r ee, the hi g h es t 
rating of 7. A rating of 3 was for a hi g h school graduat e 
and, as is reflected in Tables 8 and 9, the av e rage PEL f o r 
Grade 5 was a high school graduate while for Grade 3 it was 
slightly lower. 
The sample for each g rade was almost equally divide d 
on the variables of Parents ' Generational Status (PGS) and 
Sex. PGS was either of two categories: native or non-
native. 
The ratings for the dependent variable, Reading 
Achievement, were expressed in standard scores and were 
based on the children's performance on the Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests. The standard score mean of 62. 4 6 for 
Grade 3 converts into a grade equival e nt of 3.6, slightly 
lower than the expected norm of 3.9. The Grade 5 stand-
ard score mean of 74.15 has a grade equivalent of 5.0, 
practically a whole grade below the normally expe cted 
score at the end of the fifth grade. A standard score of 
80.5 would have a grade equivalent of 5.9. 
Testipg of the Hypotheses 
The first four hypotheses investigated the relation-
ship between reading achievement and the home environment 
- ~- - -- - - -- . -
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variables. Hypotheses Five through Eight examin e d th e r e -
lationship between reading achievement and socio-economic 
status, par e nts' educational lev e l, parents' generational 
status and sex. 
Hypothese s One 
There is no relationship between the mea s ur e of ed-
ucati onal environment in the home and readin g achievement 
of Filipino-American pupils in Grade Three. 
As indicated in Table 10, a correlation of r = .57 
was obtained between the Index of Educatio nal Environme nt 
and reading achievement for the third- g rade sample . This 
significant correlation betwe en the total ratin g on hom e 
environment and reading achievement is strongly corroborated 
by the individual correlations for each of the six en v iron-
mental process variables. Even when socio- economic status , 
which is often associated with academic achievement, was 
held constant the correlational significance betwe e n the pro-
cess variables and reading achi evemen t did not diminish. 
High correlations were also found between each of the 
process variables and the total IEE rating. As shown in 
Table lO , all the correlations are significant at the .001 
level, except for one variable, Language Models, which is 
significant at the .01 level. These results confirm the 
anticipated positive correlation between home environment 
and reading achievement, and,on the basis of the data 
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Table 10 
Corre lations Between Environmental Process Variables, 
Index of Educational Environment and 
Re ading Achievement - Grade 
Environment al Process 
Variables 
Index of Educational Environment 
Achi evement Press 
Language Models 
Academic Guidance 
Activeness of the Family 
Intellectuality in the Home 
Work Habits in the Family 
* p < .001, one-tailed test 
** p < .01 
*** p < • 006 
Three 
lEE 
.95* 
.87* 
. 87* 
.94* 
.89* 
• 84 * 
Reading 
Achievement 
.57* 
.52* 
.35** 
.49* 
.56* 
.53* 
.62* 
ReaJing Achi eve-
ment with SES 
Held Constant 
.65* 
.59* 
.36*** 
.49* 
.63* 
.55* 
. 63* 
prese nted , Hypot hes is On e is rej ec t ed. 
Hypot hesis Two 
Th e r e is no relations hip between the me asur e of 
educational e nvir onme nt in the home a nd r ead ing achi e ve -
ment of Filipino-Ame rican pupils in Grad e Five . 
Rejectio n of this null hyp o the sis is plainly in-
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dicat c d b y the figur es in Tabl e 11. Th e total lEE corr e la -
tion as we ll as the correlation of the separate p r ocess 
variables with reading achievement are all si gnifi cant at 
the .001 level of probability. Controlling for th e eff ects 
of socio-eco nomic status result e d in sli g htly lower cor-
relation coefficients but this did not alter the signifi-
cance level of the correlation. 
Just as in the case of Hypoth esis One, the result s 
for this hypothesis attest to the expected predictive 
ability of home environment factors as they relate to 
reading achiev ement. The evidence clearly suggests that 
family life is an important consid eration in s c hoo l achi ev e -
ment. 
Hypothesis Three 
There is no mean difference between Grade Thr e e 
and Grade Five in relation to the following en v ironmental 
process variables: 
1. Educational Environment in the Home (lEE) 
2. Achievement Press 
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Tabl e 11 
Corre lati ons Be twe en Environmental Process Va r i ables, 
Ind ex of Educational Environment a nd 
Reading Achievement - Grade Five 
Readin g Achi eve -
Environment a l Process Reading ment with SES 
Variables lEE Achievement He ld Co ns tant 
Ind ex o f Educational Environment .77* . 56:k 
Achievement Pres s .94* .70* • 66* 
Language Hodels .91* • 58* • 50* 
Academic Guidance .93* .68* .62* 
Activeness of the Family .93* . 72* .68* 
Intellectuality in the Home .81* .77* .74* 
Work Habits in the Family .86* .80* .77* 
* p < .001, one- tailed test 
3. Lan g uage Mo d e l s 
4. Ac ade mic Guida nc e 
5. Ac ti ven e ss o f th e Fami ly 
6 . Int e ll e ctuali t y in th e Ho me 
7. Wo rk Habit s in th e Famil y 
Hy po th es is Thr e e c o mp a r e d t h ~ r ati ng s f o r ea c h of 
th e proces s va riabl e s and th e t ot a l lEE f o r Gr a d e Thr ee 
with those f o r Grad e Fiv e thro u g h th e u se o f An a l ysis o f 
Variance pro c e dur e s. The ANOVA d a t a fo r eac h o f t h e sev e n 
variabl e s are report e d in Ta bl e s 12 - 18. Th e se t abl es 
show that the F-ratios ob t ain e d do no t a p pro x ima t e t h e 
critical F-value of 2 . 75 s et f o r the .10 leve l o f s i g -
nificance. 
Failure of the F-test to achi e ve sign i fic a nt r e -
sults is indica ti ve of the simil a r i ty in th e home e n v iro n-
ments of the Grade Three and Grade Five samples. It c o n-
tradi c ts the contention that the educat ional en v ironme nt 
in the home changes with a g e and g rade leve l. It would 
seem that a two-ye a r diff e r e nce in the a g e and g r a de l eve l 
of the child doe s not effect any substantial diffe r e nce i n 
the kind of parent-child int e ractions oc c urring in the home. 
Put another way, the educational env ironment of th e h o me 
of either a third-grade or a fifth- g rade child in the 
sample is essentially the same. Conseque ntly, Hypothe s is 
Three is retained in its entirety. 
" 
Table 12 
Anal ysis of Variance for Index of Educational 
Environment Be tween Grade 3 and Grade 5 
Source 
Between Grade Levels 
Within 
Sum of 
Squares 
119.26 
12730.23 
df 
1 
94 
Table 13 
Mean 
Square 
119.26 
135.43 
F 
.880 
Analysis of Variance for Achievement Press 
Be tween Grade 3 and Grad e 5 
Source 
Between Grade Levels 
Within 
Sum of 
Squares 
31.51 
1627.23 . 
df 
1 
94 
Table 14 
Mean 
Square 
31.54 
17 . 31 
Analysis of Variance for Language Models 
Between Grade 3 and Grade 5 
Source 
Between Grade Levels 
Within 
Sum of 
Squares 
.84 
278.64 
df 
1 
94 
He an 
Squa re 
.84 
2.96 
F 
.182 
F 
.284 
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Level o f 
Significanc e 
p > .10 
Level of 
Significance 
p > .10 
Level o f 
Signif ica nce 
p > .10 
Sourc e 
Table 15 
Ana l ys is of Variance for Academic Guid a nc e 
Betwee n Grade 3 and Grad e 5 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Square F 
Between Grade Levels 3.01 1 3.01 .856 
Within 330. 39 94 3.51 
Table 16 
Analysis of Variance f or Activeness of the Family 
Between Grade 3 and Grade 5 
8 1 
Leve l of 
Si gn ificance 
p > .10 
Leve l of 
Source 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Significance 
Between Grade Leve ls 7.59 1 7. 59 1. 314 p > .10 
Within 543.06 94 5.78 
Source 
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Table 17 
Anal ys is of Varianc e fo r Int ellectuali t y in th e Home 
Between Gr ade 3 and Gr ade 5 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squar e F 
Leve l o f 
Signific ance 
Be tween Grad e Levels 1. 50 1 1. 50 . 914 p > .10 
Within 
Source 
15 4 .12 94 1. 64 
Table 18 
Analysis of Var iance for Work Habits in the Famil y 
Betwee n Grade 3 and Grade 5 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squar e F 
Level of 
Significance 
Between Grade Levels 4.59 1 4 .59 2.49 p > .10 
Within 173.39 94 1. 84 
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Hy pot h esis Four 
Th e corr e lation b e tween e ducatio nal e nviro nme nt 
in th e home and r eading a c hi e vement in Grade Thre e i s equa l 
t o th e co rrelati o n between educational en vi r •mment in the 
home and r eadin g achievement in Grade Fi ve . 
To test Hypo the sis Four an r to Fish e r Z tran s -
formation was made for eac h correlation coefficient. 
a z-ratio was computed usi ng the foll ow in g formula: 1 
Th e n 
zl - z2 
z = (J wh e r e 
zl- z 2 
v =\ 02 + a _ 1_ + 1 a = n -3 zl-z2 zl z2 n -3 1 2 
A critical z - ratio of 1.645 is required for significance 
between correlations at the . 10 level. 
Table 19 enumerates the correlation coefficients 
and their corresponding Fish e r Z-value and z-ratios. A z-
ratio of 1.76 was obtained between the Grade Thre e and Grad e 
Five home environment - reading achievement correlatio ns . Th is 
value is grPater than the necessary 1.645 to show a signifi-
cant difference at the .10 level . Hence, Hypothesis Four is 
rejected. 
1Kenneth D. Hopkins and Gene Glass , Basic Statisti cs 
for the Behavioral Sciences (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc. , 
19'78), p . 293. 
-
Table 19 
Comparative Grade Correlations Between the Index of Educational Environment 
and the Process Variables and Reading Achiev ement 
Grade 3 Grade 5 
Variable r Fisher z3 r Fisher z5 z-ratio* 
Index of Educational Environment .57 .648 .77 1.02 1. 76* 
Achievement Press .52 .576 . 70 .867 1. 42 
Language Model .35 .365 . 58 .662 1. 41 
Academic Guidance .49 . 536 . 68 .829 1. 39 
Activeness in the Family . 56 .633 • 7 2 • 905 1. 30 
Intellectuality in the Home . 53 .590 .77 1.02 2.04** 
Work Habits in the Family .62 .725 .80 1.10 1. 77* 
* a z-ratio of z = 1.645 is required for significance at the .10 level. 
** z-ratio = 1.96, .OS level. 
Leve l of 
Significance 
p < .10 
p > .10 
p > .10 
p > .10 
p > .10 
p < .05 
p < .10 
00 
.;... 
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A brea kd o wn of th e co rre l a ti o ns by process v a r i:t b l ~s. 
howe ve r, r eveal s that th e z -ra t ios o b t ain e d fo r fou r process 
variabl e s ( see Tabl e 19) did not r eac h s tati s ti ca l sign ifi -
canc e . Only th e corre latio ns for Int e ll ec tua lit y i n t he 
Ho me (£ < .05) and Work Ha b it s o f th e Family (£ < .10) we r e 
f o und to b e si g ni f i c ant. 
Hypoth es is Fi v e 
Th e r e is no r e lati o ns hip b e twee n socio- eco nomic 
status and r e adin g achi evement. 
Gr a d e Three. Re t e nt io n o f this h y po th e si s f o r 
Grade Thre e is strongly indi c at e d by a corre lat io n o f£= -. 03 
obtaine d by means of the Pearson Pro du c t-Mome nt procedur e . 
(See Table 23.) This finding is further supported by a n 
F-ratio of .953 between the two SES leve ls a s disclosed in 
Table 20. The reading mean scores and the ir standard d e vi a -
tions app e ar in Table 22. 
The above finding seems to run c ount e r to th e a s s e r-
tion in numerous studies that SES is si gn if i c antly relat e d 
to sch ool achievement. Th e r e sults f or Hy po th e sis On e 
reveal e d that th e home environme nt pro duce d a signific a nt 
differ e nce in reading achieve ment. Be cause SES is g e n e ral ly 
recognized to be closely associated with home environment , 
(the correlation matrix shows a correlation of E = .61, 
E < .001 between SES and lEE), a partial correlation was com-
puted, holding the home environment (lEE) constant. Havin g 
So 
controlled f o r th e influe nce of l EE on both variabl e s, th e 
r esu ltant correlation proved to be quit e si g n ificant. (S ec 
Table 23.) It seems appare nt that in the earlie r y e a r s 
of schooling the effects of SES are diffuse d into a 
vari ety o f l ea rning-re lat e d fact o rs in the home e nviron -
ment a nd are masked by active parent- c hild int e r ac ti o ns . 
Grade Five . In th e case of Grade Five, Hypothesis 
Five is r e j ected. Both simple a nd partial correlations b e -
twee n SES and reading achievement we r e found to b e sign ifi -
cant, altho ugh when lEE was parti~ lcd out, as shown in 
Tabl e 24, the correlation between the variables dec r e as e d. 
Table 21 shows an F-ratio of 5.843, significant 
at the .10 level. This fact de no tes that the fifth g rade sample 
childre n from the higher socio-economic level tended to 
achieve higher reading scores. 
The data above seem to sugges t that othe r factors 
associated with SES may have some ad ve rs e effect on achieve-
ment but hi gh lEE influence c omp e nsates for th ese negative 
effects. The import o f IEE f o r Grade Fi ve is shown to be 
very p ronounced. 
Hypothesi s Six 
There is no relat ionshi p between parents' educational 
level and reading achievement. 
Grade Three . As Table 23 shows, the correlation 
pattern between reading achievement and PEL duplicates that 
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Tabl e 20 
Analys i s of Va riance Source Tabl e for Read i ng Achi evemen t 
by Socio-Economic Status - Grad e Thr ee 
Sour ce of Sum of Mean Level of 
Var i at i on Square s df Squ ar e F Si gnificance 
Between SES Levels 103.361 1 103. 361 . 953 p > .1 0 
Within 4990.556 46 108. 490 
Total 5093.917 47 
Tabl e 21 
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Reading Achi evement 
by Socio-Economic Status - Grade Five 
Source of 
Variat i on 
Between SES Levels 
Within 
Total 
Sum of 
Squares 
681.167 
5362.812 
6043.979 
df 
1 
46 
Table 22 
Mean 
Square 
681.167 
116.583 
F 
5.843 
Level of 
Significance 
p < .10 
Reading Mean Scores by Socio-Economic Status 
Grade 3 Grade 5 
Socio-economic 
Status X SD N X SD 
Middle SES 65.00 8.27 12 79.7 3 10.89 
Low SES 61.61 11.01 36 71.61 10.76 
N 
15 
33 
Table 23 
Simple and Part ial Correlations Be tween Read ing 
Achiev ement and th e Demographic Variabl es 
Grade 3 
Corr e lation whe r e lEE 
Simple Correlation is held cons t ant 
Variable r p N r p N 
SES - .03 . 41 '·8 . 49 .001 48 
PEL . 05 .38 48 -. 45 .001 48 
PGS .10 . 24 48 - . 04 .38 48 
Sex . 11 .23 48 .09 • 27 48 
Table 24 
Simple and Partial Correlations Between Reading 
Achievement a nd the Demographic Variables 
Grade 5 
Correlation wher e lEE 
Simple Correlation is held constant 
Variable r p N r p N 
SES - .40 .002 48 .2 6 • 04 48 
PEL . 51 . 001 48 -.17 .12 48 
PGS . 07 . 31 48 -.16 . 15 48 
Sex . 33 .01 48 .13 . 19 48 
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be tween r e adin g a c hi e v eme nt and SES. Since th e co rr e la-
tion coeffic i e nt o f .05 i s non- s i gni f i cant a t the .1 0 
l eve l , th e null hypo thes i s is r e tain ed. A no n- s i gnificant 
F-rat io of .096 b e tween th e PEL l e ve l s wa s a l so obtai ne d. 
(Re f e r to Tabl e s 25 and 27 . ) 
Like SES, PEL ha s b een f ound in man y r esear c h studi e s 
to be pre dict iv e o f schoo l a c h ievement and is o fte n a ssoc i-
at e d with home e n v ironme nt. Th e r e is a pos it ive co rre l a -
tion of r = .46, ~ <.001 be t wee n PEL and IEE in thi s stud y 
(see App e ndix G ). Elimina t ing th e c o ntaminat i ng ef f ec t s 
of home enviro nment (IEE) through p a rt i a l corre l a ti o n did 
result in a highly significa nt corre lation be twee n r e adin g 
achiev ement and PEL, ~ = .45, ~ < .001. It s eems like 
the effects of PEL, like those of SES, ar e negative l y af-
fected by other factors but are counterbalanced by a greater 
impact of the home environment process variabl e s. 
Grade Five. Unlike the above finding, a sign if icant 
correlation (~ = .51, ~ < .001) was found be twee n read i ng 
achievement and PEL (Table 23). Table 26 shows an equall y 
si gnificant F-ratio between the t wo PEL g r o ups . On the 
basis of these data the null hypoth esis is rejected. Tabl e 
27 statistically verifies that the sample children whose 
parents have had education beyond hi gh s chool pe rformed b e t-
ter in reading than those whose par e nts ha ve ha d lesser 
education. Controlling for the influence of home env iron-
ment did reduce the correlation impact of PEL on reading 
achievement. 
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Table 25 
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Reading Achi eveme nt 
and Parents' Educational Leve l - Grade Three 
Source of Sum of Mean Level of 
Variation Squares df Square F Significance 
Between PEL Levels 10.607 1 10.607 .096 p > .10 
Within 5083.309 46 110.507 
Total 5093.917 47 
Table 26 
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Reaching Achievement 
and Parents' Educational Level - Grade Five 
Source of Sume of Mean Level of 
Variation Squares df Square F Significance 
Between PEL Levels 478.568 1 478.568 3.95 p < .10 
Within 5565.411 46 120.987 
Total 5043.979 47 
Table 27 
Reading Mean Scores by Pannts' Educational Level 
Parents' Educational Grade 3 Grade 5 
Level X so N X SD N 
Post High School 61.82 8.73 17 78.22 9.92 18 
High School or 
Lower 62.81 11.35 31 71.70 11.58 30 
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Hypothesis S~ven 
Th e r e is no r ela t ionship betwee n parents' g e ne ra-
tional status and reading achievement . 
Grade Thre e. A simple correlation coefficient o f 
r = .10 and a partial correlation coefficient of r = - .04 
(Tabl e 23) both fell far short of achieving significance 
for a r e adin g achievment-PGS relationship. The slight 
difference in the reading mean scores betwe en the nativ e 
and non-native groups was similarly not significant (Tabl e s 
28 and 30) . The null hypothesis is therefore r e tained. It 
is quite evident that for this set of subjects the 
parents' generational status plays an inconsequential 
role in the development of the child's readin g ability . 
Grade Five. Further evidence for the absence of 
a significant relationship between re ading achievement and 
PGS is furnished by the correlation data for Grade Five 
in Table 24. The reading mean scores in Table 30 for the 
two PGS groups, as supported by a very small F-ratio (see 
Table 29), did not prove to be signi f icantl y different. An 
inference that can be made here is that whether a child 's 
parents are Philippine-born, American-born , or a combination 
of both is not related to his reading performance. For this 
grade Hypothesis Seven is retained. 
Hypothesis Eight 
There is no relationship between sex and reading 
achievement. 
Tabl e 28 
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Reading Achievement 
and Par ent s ' Generational Status - Gr ade Thr ee 
Source of Sum of Mean Level of 
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Variation Squar es df Square F Significanc e 
Between PGS Levels 54.104 1 50.104 • 494 p > .10 
Within 
Total 
5039.812 46 109.561 
5093.917 47 
Table 29 
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Reading Achievement 
and Parents' Generational Status - Grade Five 
Source of 
Variation 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Square F 
Level of 
Sign ificance 
Between PGS Levels 30.762 1 30.762 . 235 p > .10 
Within 6013.217 46 130.722 
Total 6043.979 47 
Table 30 
Reading Mean Scores by Par ents' Generational Status 
Parents' Generational Grade 3 Grade 5 
----------------------Status X SD N X SD N 
Native 61.44 9.55 25 74.85 12.28 27 
Non-native 63.56 11.38 23 73.24 10.22 21 
Grade Three . This h ypo th es is is r e taine d si nce 
neither a simple no r a part ial corre lation r evealed a n y 
statistically significant relatio ns hip b e tween r e a d ing 
achieveme nt and sex. (See Tabl e 23.) Tabl e 31 di scloses 
an F-ratio that is muc h less than is ne e d e d to produc e 
a significant diff e r e nce in the r eadin g mea n scores b e -
tween the bo ys and the g irls in the third g rade sample. 
The girls' mean score, however, is slightly hi ghe r (Tabl e 
33) . Contrary to the resul ts of many investigations in 
the area of sex differences and acad emic p e r fo rmanc e , th e 
Grade Three data did not provide any evide nce to indi cate 
that sex is pr e dictive of reading ach ieveme nt. 
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Grade Five. The correlation fi gure s in Table 24 
present a di ffe ring picture for the Grade Five sub-
jects. There is a slight positive relationship between 
reading achievement and sex. The null hypot hesis is there-
fore rejected. The ANOVA data in Table 32 state that 
there is a si gnificant difference betwe e n bo ys and g irls 
in their reading achievement. As Tabl e 33 indicates, the 
reading mean scores favor the girls . Partialling out 
home environment (IEE), however, lowe r e d t he correlation 
to non-signi fi cance implying that the girls had hig he r IEE 
scores than the boys. Again the strong effects of IEE 
are seen to be operating in the sex-reading achievement 
relationship. 
Tabl e 31 
An a l ys i s of Variance Sourc e Tab le f or Re ad i ng Ach ievement 
and Sex - Grade Three 
Sourc e of Sum of Mean Leve l o f 
9·1 
Variation Squa r e s df Square F Sign if icance 
Between Sex Levels 62.939 1 62 . 939 . 57 5 p > .1 0 
With i n 5030.977 46 109.369 
Total 5093.917 47 
Table 32 
Analysis of Variance Source Table for Read i ng Achievement 
and Sex - Grade Five 
Source of 
Variation 
Between Sex Levels 
Within 
Total 
Sex X 
Male 61.36 
Female 63.65 
Sum of 
Squares 
651.670 
5392.310 
6043.979 
Table 
Reading Mean 
Grad e 3 
SD 
11.22 
9.56 
Mean 
df Square F 
1 651.670 5.559 
46 117.241 
47 
33 
Scores by Sex 
N X 
25 70 . 30 
23 77.68 
Level of 
Significanc e 
p < .10 
Grade 5 
SD N 
10.25 23 
11.33 25 
- --
Summar y 
Th e relations hip of reading achievement to both 
environme ntal process variables and demographic variabl es 
was expl o r e d in this study. Statistical procedures ap-
plied to the eight hypotheses test e d yielded the followin g 
results : 
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1. High correlational data for both third and 
fifth grade s lend cr e d e nce to the predicted r elat ionship 
betwee n r eading achieveme nt and the educational e nvironme nt 
in the home. The evidence maintai ns that for the Filipino -
American children sampled in this study the quality of 
family activities and interactions is relat e d to readin g 
achievement. 
2. ANOVA figures showed no significant di ffe ren ce 
between the educational environment in the home of the 
third grade subjects and that of the fifth graders. Es-
sentially, the same type of home conditions appea rs to 
obtain for both groups. 
3. The correlation between educatio nal environment 
in the home and reading achievement for the third-grade 
children varied significantly from that for the fifth 
grade. This result reversedthe hypothesized expectation 
that the correlation would diminish with age and grade 
level. That the home environment exerts a progressive 
influence on school performance, at least in the elementary 
-- '">'- - •-• - -~ - • - -..- I 
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years and for this particular sample, is borne out by thi s 
finding. 
4. Socio- e conomic status and pare nts' educati o nal 
level, while found to be significantly relat e d to readin g 
achieveme nt for the fifth g rade sample, did not r each 
statistical significance for the other grade. But wh e n 
the effects of home environment (lEE) were par tialle d out, 
both variables assumed positive correlations with reading 
achievement. 
5. Of all the demographic variables studied, 
parents' generational status came out least useful as a 
predictor of reading achievement. 
6. Data on reading achievement-sex relationship 
was somewhat conflicting. For the fifth grade a slight 
correlation was discerned between the two variables. This 
result did not hold true for the third grade. This lack o f 
statistical support for a positive achievement--5ex rela-
tionship reflects most results of previous research. In both 
grades, the girls obtained higher reading mean scores than 
the boys. 
The above findings reinfo rce th e widely accepted 
notion that home environment is directly related to academic 
performance. The interview schedule and rating scales seemed 
to have provided a more reliable and encompassing means of 
including various characteristics of family interaction deemed 
relevant to school achievement. 
The next and final chapter summarizes the study 
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and pre s e nts pe rtine nt in te rpretations a nd d isc uss i o ns of 
the findin gs . Se veral inf e r e nces and r ecommendati o ns for 
futur e r esearch will be mad e . 
Chapte r V 
Sm!MARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS 
Summar y 
The influence of the environme nt has been an int eg r al 
part of the theories of growth and developme nt. But th e 
question of how precisely the enviro nme nt affects the 
development of behavioral characteristics suc h a s e duc a bilit y 
has not yet been satisfactorily answered . Educators are 
still struggling with the problem of trying to reduce dif-
ferences in educational performance to differences of natural 
endowment. Research is not wanting in attempts to point 
to the home as a sub-environment crucial to a child's learn-
ing. Extensive studies such as the Equal Educational Opp or-
tunity Report (EEOR), the National Assessme nt of Educati o nal 
Progress (NAEP) , and the International Studies in Evalua t ion 
suggest the educational impact of the home background and 
note that (a) family background directly relates to school 
achievement, (b) an appreciable predictio n of reading a c hi eve-
ment is provided by information bn home and family back-
grounds, and (c) variation in achievement can be more often 
substantially accounted for by family background than by 
school factors. 
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Review of Lit e r atu r e 
Th e f i eld of t e st and measureme nt has placed mu c h 
emphasis o n the st ud y and measur eme n t of individua l diff e r-
e nces. In contrast, r elatively littl e has been do ne to me asur e 
the environment (with which the indi vi duals int e r act ) , suc h 
as the home . The re has bee n a dea rth, not only of instru-
ments f o r me asuring e n vironme ntal di fferences, b ut especially 
of measures that directl y indicate the qualities of parti c u-
lar e n viro nments that rel ate to spec ific behavio r s suc h as 
academic p e r fo rma n c e. Bloom opines that mu c h of what has 
been termed individual variation may in fact be exp la in e d 
in terms of env ironmental variation . 
Th e research literature reviewed o n the assessme nt 
of home en vironment has identified two sets of environmental 
variables most often used as indices of home en v iro nme nt. 
Earlier research efforts focused on measurin g t he home environ-
ment in terms of social status characterist ics such as father's 
occupation, par e nts' education, income, and social class posi -
tion. Family structure characteristics like , sex , birth 
order, and number of sibling s have been used as well. These 
"static variables," howe ver, beside s bein g of little fu n c -
tional value to the educator, often accounted for only a 
small proportion of the variability in the children's educa-
tional performance. A considerable amount of variability in 
the scholastic achievement of the childre n within the same 
status level, for instance, remained largely unexpla i n e d. 
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More r ece ntly, a new con ce p t ion of the e n vi r o nme n t 
has eme r ge d. No longe r is the e nvironme nt vi ewe d s imp ly as 
a set of static charact e ri s tics but rathe r as a s e t of int e r-
active for ces which a ffect the development and maint e nan ce 
o f particul a r be havio r characteristics. Th e e nvironme n t i s 
conce ived of as consisting o f man y dime nsions , eac h r elat e d 
to the devel opment o f a spe cific characteristic . One su c h 
dime nsio n , pertine nt to the e ducat ional p e r fo rm a nce of t h e 
child, is the educ atio nal dimension of the home . It i s a 
specific component of the total home environment. Thi s sub-
environment may be described by such specific interacti ve 
elements such as communicati o n with adults, lan gu age models , 
and incentives for achievement, and b y the ext e nt tha t the 
child interacts with and makes use of thes e elements . Th e 
description and measurement of environmenta l differe nces in 
these operational terms characterize res e arch studi e s und e r-
taken in the last two or three decades . 
A set of "environmental process variables," as op-
posed to "static variables, " has been utilized to asse ss th e 
home environment of childre n and f ound to correl ate con sis-
tently with IQ as well as academic perfo r mance . The p ioneer ing 
works of Wolf and Dave on the use of environmental process 
variables--those processes and forc es operating in the home 
env ironment which may influence the educational developmen t 
of the child--as a measure of home environment has been 
widely duplicated. And the results of these studies have 
been generally compatible with Wolf's and Dave's findings. 
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Da ve 's li s t of s ix e n v iro nme ntal process \·a r iab 1 ' s 
a nd 21 pro c e ss c h a r act e r ist i c s was s el e ct e d f o r us e i n th e 
pre s e n t s tud y . Th e six proce s s v a ri a bl e s t h a t c o nsti t ut e 
Da ve ' s Ind e x of Edu ca tion a l Env iro nme nt a r e : (l ) Achi e v e me n t 
Pre ss , (2) La n g uage ~1 o d e l s, (3) Acad e mic Gu ida nc e , (4) Ac ti\·e -
ness of th e Fa mil y, (5) In te l le c t u a lit y in th e Ho me , an d 
(6) Work Ha bit s in the Fami ly. 
Th e use o f e n vi r o nme nt a l p r ocess va r iabl e s has b ee n 
shown t o prov ide a more r e l e v a nt descri p ti on of sp e cific 
a s pects of th e educ ational e n v ironment in th e ho me . It s 
sup e riority ove r the us e o f th e mo r e ge ne r a l sta tic va ri abl e s 
is buttresse d by many factors : 
1. th e environmental pro c e ss v a riables have b e e n i d e n-
tified from th e th e ore tical and e mpiri ca l l it e r at ur e in the 
fields of child de velopment, socializa t ion, l e arn i n g a nd 
moti v ation; 
2. each pro cess vari a bl e is furth e r del i nea t e d in 
terms of en v ironme ntal pro cess ch a ract e ristic ; 
3. a rating sc a l e is u s ed for eac h pro ces s ch a r ac -
teristic (Da ve uses a nin e - point sc a l e ); 
4. -an int e rview s c he dule with o n e or bo t h par e n ts 
is conduc ted in the home; 
5. re s ponses to the int e r v i e w que stions prov ide 
pertine nt data on interpersonal b e havior patt e rns b e t wee n 
parent and child; and 
6 . tr e ating environmental dat a through the use o f 
psychometric measures mak e s possible relating the se data 
more systematica lly to othe r me a sure me nts of the indi v idua l. 
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Purpose o f th e Study 
Thi s co rre lati o nal st ud y so u g h t to investigate the 
r ela ti o ns hi p be t wee n the ed uca tional e nviro nme n 1: in th e home 
a nd r eading achi e ve me nt among a sample of Filip ino-
Ame ri can t hird- grade a nd fifth- g rade pupils . A sec9 ndary p u r -
pose was to examine the r ela tionship betwee n r e adin g achi e ve -
me nt a nd s uch socio l ogical c o rre lat e s as s ocio- eco no mi c status, 
(SES) p a r e nt s' educati o nal le vel (PEL), pare nts' ge ne r a t i o nal 
st at us (PGS), and sex. 
Hypot hese s 
The first f our maj o r hypoth e s e s pe rt a ine d to th e e n-
vironmental process variables as the y r e l a t e to r ea din g ac h i e ve-
ment. Hypothese s One and Two pre dict e d a lack of r e l atio ns l1ip 
between the Index of Educational Environme nt and r eadin g 
achieveme nt in Grades 3 and 5, r espective l y . Hy p o theses 
Three compared the educatio nal e nvi ronme nt s in the home of 
the third- and fif1:h-grade samples. Hypot hes is Four t es t e d 
for significant relationships between the third-grade and 
fi ft h- g r a de home environment-reading achie v e me nt corre1a ti o ns . 
The ancillary hypotheses were enumerat e d as Hypot heses Five 
throug h Eight and predicted non-si gnifi can ce in the rel a t io n-
ship betwee n reading achieve me nt and eac h of the fol lowing 
sociolog i ca l variables: SES, PEL, PGS, and sex. 
Pop u l ation , Data, and Instrume nt ation 
The sampl e of this study consisted of 48 third-grade 
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an d 48 fi fth- g r a de Filipino-Ame ri can c h ildre n att e ndin g the 
Stoc k to n Unifie d Sc hoo l Dist ri ct durin g the 1977-7 8 sc hoo l 
yea r. Data on th e ho me enviro nme nt we r e d e ri ve d from home -
co ndu c t e d interviews with the pare nt s usi n g Dave ' s In t e r vi e w 
Sc he dul e a nd Rating S cal e s. Th e demog r a phi c dat a wer e gat he r e d 
partly f r o m the inte r view but mostly f r om a n informa ti o n s hee t 
previ o usly f ill e d out b y the pare nt s . Re adin g achieveme nt was 
indicated by standard scores on the Me tro politan Ac hi e ve men t 
Tes ts OMT) administ e red t owards the e nd of the school year. 
The In de x of St a tus Characte ristics (ISC) develo pe d by 
Warn e r and Associa t e s was used to dete rmin e the soc io-
econ om i c s tatus of the sample popul ation . 
Re search Methodology 
The present study is esse ntiall y a correlational st udy. 
The Pe arso n Product-Moment proce dure was us e d to test f o r sig-
nificant correlations betwee n reading achi eveme n t and the e n-
vironme nt al proces s variables. Simple and partial corre la-
tions were e mpl oye d in dete rminin g the r e l atio ns hip be twee n 
r eading achievement and the demographic variab l e s of s oc io -
economi c status (SES), pare nt s ' educat i o nal leve l (PEL) , pa r e nts' 
generational status (PGS) , and sex . The Analysis o f Va rian ce 
proce dure was use d to compare the two grade l eve ls on t he dif -
fer e nt home environment vari a bl e s and on the tota l Inde x of 
Educa tional Environment. One- way ANOVAS al s o tested for dif fer -
ences betwee n readin g achievement and the di ffe r e nt levels 
of SES, PEL, PGS, and sex. 
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Summary of Findin &s 
Th e f oc us of con ce rn of th e four maj o r h ypo these s 
in this study was th e relationship b e twe e n r e adin g achi e ve me n t 
and th e ho me environment variables. Po s i tive c o rr e lati o ns 
of~= .57, significant at th e .001 l e vel, for Grade 3 (Hyp o th e -
sis One) and r = . 77 (p < .001) for Grade 5 (Hypoth e sis Two) 
- -
substantially support the predict e d relationship betwee n 
reading achievement and the e ducati o nal e nviro nment in th e 
home . This evidence supports the th e sis that the type and 
amount of interaction occurring in the home b e t ween the child 
and the adults are of consequence to the child's r e adin g 
achievement. 
Hypothesis Three compared the home environments of 
the Grade 3 and the Grade 5 samples. The F-ratios obtained 
revealed no significant difference between them. It may be 
deduced that the educational environment in the home remains 
relatively stable during the elementary school years, at least 
for this particular group of children. 
The question of whether reading achievement corre lat e s 
more highly with the educational environment in the home for 
the Grade 3 or Grade 5 subjects was tested by Hypothesis Four. 
Using the z-test for independent correlations, a z-ratio of 
1.76 was obtained and found the Grade 5 r e ading achievement-
home environment correlation to be significantly higher than 
the Grade 3 correlation betwee n reading achievement and home 
environment. 
The four minor hypotheses correlated reading 
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achi eveme nt with th e classifi c a to r y variabl e s o f soc i o - e co no mi c 
status (S ES), pare nt s' educational l eve l (PEL), par e n t s ' ge n-
e r atio na l s t a t us (PGS), a r.d sex. SES a nd PEL corr e la t e d si g -
ni f i ca ntly with reading achi eveme nt for th e Gr ad e 5 childre n 
but not for the third-grade g roup . Howe ve r, when home e nvi r o n-
ment (IEE) was held constant , th e correl ations attain e d sig-
nifi cance. 
The one variabl e that did not correl at e wi t h r eadi n g 
achi e veme nt in either grade was PGS (Hypothesis Se ve n). Th e 
pare nts' place of birth and r e siden ce in thei r ea rli e r years 
was unrelated to the child's ability to achi e ve i n r eadin g . 
Bypothesis Eight result e d in a si gnificant c o rr e la-
tion between reading achievement and sex for Grade 5 but no t 
for Grade 3. With home environment partiall e d out, e ve n th e 
Grade 5 correlation was reduced to non-signi f i c ance. The 
girls in both grades, however, had highe r r e ading mean scores. 
Discussion of Find i n gs 
Re a din g Achievement and the 
Edu ca tional En v ironment in the Home 
The present study demonstrat e d a hi g h leve l of r e la-
tionship between reading achievement and the e du ca tional en-
vironment in the home . The environme ntal process variabl es 
correlated highly with each other, with the total Inde x of 
Educational Environment (IEE), and with reading achievement 
with and without socio-economic status held constant. (See 
Tables 10 and 11 and Appendices G and H.) The magnitude of 
the correlation suggests the plausibility of at least two 
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explanations. Th e first seems to be the validity and th e 
r e liability of lEE. A wide ran ge of ho me e nvi r o nme nt factors 
th at app e ar to b e truly germane to th e e du cat i o nal de ve l opme nt 
of the child are in cl ud e d in the instrument . Six e nvi r o nmental 
process variables and twenty - one process characteristi cs run 
the gamut of questions ask e d from whether th e moth e r r ea d to 
the child and how often to the quality and quantity of pare n-
tal assistance accorded the child in doing ho mework and o th e r 
school-orient e d activities. As to r e liability, in about a 
dozen other studies which used Dave's lEE or simil a r e nvi r o n-
mental process variables, the correlations obt ained betwe e n 
the environmental measures and achievement measures have been 
consistently high. 
The high correlations may be attribut e d to a second 
reason: the parents' perception of the child . Wh e n a pare nt 
perceives his child positively respondin g to educational 
stimuli in the home or elsewhere, he may, consciousl y or un-
consciously, strive to enhance the educational atmosphere that 
he can provide in th e home. Hence, if a child begi ns to dis-
play an interest in books, the mother mi g ht quite naturall y 
surround him with a variety of books and oth e r r e ading mater-
ials. As Dave explains,"A stimulating educational environment 
in the home may influence the academic g r owth of the child , but 
the capacity of the child to profit from such an environment 
may influence the parental efforts in providing a stimulating 
environme nt." 1 The manner, therefore , by which the parents 
1R. Dave, op. cit., p. 135. 
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attend to the edu c ational developme nt o f the c hild seems 
to be c ontin ge nt to some e xt e nt on the c hild's r es po nsi ve -
nes s to the e du c ation a l stimuli in the e nvironme n t. 
An e xamin a tion of the orde r of impo rtan ce o f th e e n-
vironme ntal pro cess variables in e xplaining th e var i abilit y 
in readin g a c hi e ve me nt sho ws that the hi g hes t c orre l a t io n s 
were obtaine d for Wo rk Ha bits in th e Fa mil y in bo th Grades 
3 and 5. This variable re f l ec ts the de gree of stru c ture a nd 
routine pre s e nt in the home mana.gerrent and the pre fer e n ce g ive n 
to edu c ational activities ove r activiti e s which are wh o ll y 
pleasurabl e in nature . It may be that , i f e stabli s h e d and 
adhere d to in the early growin g years, two things can he lp 
equip the child with the essential attitude s and habits whi c h , 
when poole d with other skills, make a superior reading ability 
an achievable goal: 
1. the distribution of duties and responsibiliti e s 
and the punctuality and discipline with which they are car-
ried out, and 
2. the priority given to de laye d gratification in 
favor of more intellectual and educational tasks. 
It was not uncommon to hear parents state during the in t er-
view that their children had specific duties expected of 
them and that these were promptly d i scharge d. Man y childre n 
also spent a good portion of their off-school hours on home-
work, often without being told, and eng aged in activities for 
fun and amusement only after all school work had been accom-
plished. 
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Readin g Achieve ment and SES 
Data on the Grade 5 students in th e prese nt study up-
he l d several findings that socio-economic status (SES) is 
positively related to academic perfo rmance. SES corre lat e d 
highly with reading achievement for the fifth grade subj ec ts. 
In contrast, the third grade data reveal e d no significant 
correlation between the two variabl e s. It has been suggested 
that SES is a summarizing variable; it summarizes variati o ns 
in attitudes, motivations, and value systems th a t are re-
lated to academic achievement. Thus social level may d e t e r-
mine the range and nature of academic stimulati o n provide d 
through books and other educational pl ay and family activities. 
The discrepancy between the two sets of data may find parti a l 
explanation in the high IEE ratings of the pupils and in the 
fact that some Filipino cultural characteristics may have been 
operating and overriding the effects of SES, especially dur-
ing the early years of schooling. One such characteristic 
is the high value most Filipino parents place on education. 
This attitude seems to permeate all levels of SES. It is 
not unusual then for Filipino-American parents to acquire a 
variety of reading materials for their children, to al low 
them to engage in recreational activities and visit places 
of interest, to set up a daily study schedule, and to 
actively help with homework and other school-related activities. 
Such efforts are far more easily realized with younger chil-
dren. 
On the other hand, as the child grows older and the 
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maste ry of an eve r incrr·a.sing compl e xity of skills becomes an 
apparent necessity, the limitations imposed by SES bec ome much 
mo r e diffi c ult to c ircumve nt. Pare nts who work in the 
fi e lds cannot easily accommodate the kind of direct assistance 
ne e ded with mo r e abstract inte llectual tasks. Th e various 
factors associated with social class such as aspiratio nal 
l evels, o pportuniti e s for intellectual exp ression and language 
style begi n to e xe rt a mo re d e finit e influe n ce o n th e c hi l d' s 
performance in school . 2 
In this connection, an o ther Filipino cultural charac-
teristic may have strongly int e ract e d with SES and the o ther 
factors related to achievement. The acqui e scent, Go d-knows-
best attitude of most Filipino-American pare nts would easily 
restrict further efforts on the part of both pare nts and c hild 
to overcome l earning barriers and to improve the child's l ot . 
On ce aware of the general capability of their child, these 
parents are often willing to accept the status quo . Their 
eagerness to let their child make the best of availabl e 
educational opportunities during the earlier years would s oo ner 
or later give way to accepting the fact that their child can 
only do so much , that such fate is God-give n and h~1anly dif-
ficult to alter. Most of the parents' responses to parti c ul a r 
interview questions attest to this lack of belief in one's 
ability to manipulate and direct life circumstances. To 
2Gordon Miller, Educational Opportunity and the Home 
(London: Longman Group Limited, 1971), p. 25. 
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illustrate , many low SES pare nts did not giv e an y de finit e 
answ~rs to qu e stions that aske d for how muc h s c hoo ling th e y 
wi s he d and e xpect e d their child to receive. If at all th e y 
did, some of th e m went only as f a r as two ye a rs coll e ge , a 
great many specified high s c hool, and mostly all we r e condi -
ti o ned by suc h phrases as "if God permits," " de r e nding o n cir-
cumstances," " if he (the c hild) wants to," "as l o ng as oppo r-
tuniti e s are open to him , " and "as long as h e can handl e it." 
An interplay of fatalism and the parents' perception of the 
child seems to be transpiring in these instances. 
Reading Achieveme nt and PEL 
Th e statistics on rea ding achievement--PEL relation-
ships in this study have been found to be strikingly similar 
to those betwee n reading achievement and SES. The same explana-
ti on proffered in the previous section app e ars to appropriat e ly 
apply to the results of the correlatio ns between reading achi eve-
ment and parents' educational level. The parents' attitude 
toward education seemed to be the overriding factor in the no n-
significant relationship between reading achievement and PEL 
among the third grade sample. 
The effects of low PEL seem to be more easily compen-
sated for children in the early school years. Parents with 
even the minimum of education and cognizant of the value of 
education, as most of the parents in this study were, often 
would not find helping with third grade homework that threaten-
ing or trying simple educational games with their children too 
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intimidat ing . But b e tt e r educated par e nts ca n do the s~m -
a nd mo r e . It is no t as ~rduo us a j ob for the m t o main tai n 
thro u gh th e years an int el l ect ua l l y st imul a ting e n vi r o n-
me nt and t o in s pire the ir chi ldre n to hi g he r aspi r ational 
and a c hi eveme nt l e vels. Su ga rman desc ribes t he se parents 
as those who mor e naturally take g r ea t e r int e r est in thei r 
children, prov ide the m with more intrinsic and ext r insic 
3 
r ewards, and openly encourage the m to do b e tt e r. 
Readin g Achie vement and PGS 
It was anticipated that the ge n e r at i onal status o f 
the parents of the children in this study wo uld positive l y 
relate to r eading achi e vement. The assumption was held that 
those parents born and raised in the Philippines would have 
a set of attitudes, beliefs and motivations di ffe r e nt e no u g h 
from those born in the United States and else wh e r e and that 
the difference would be significantly refl ected in their 
childre n's reading achievement. In neithe r Grade 3 nor 
Grade 5 was this assumption given credence. Ce rtain cultural 
patterns associated with Filipino upbrin g in g such as docil ity, 
deference to autho rity, fatalism and closely-kn it kinship 
do seem to stand in contrast with the Anglo charact e ri st i c s 
of independence, straight f orwardness and internality in 
locus of control. App a r e nt ly, the distin c tion between 
3s. H. Suga rman, "Social Class and Values Relat e d to 
Achievement and Conduct in School, " So cio logica l Review, XIV 
(1966), 290. 
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native and no n-native PGS as define d in this study wa s no t 
suffici e nt basis to assess the deg r ee of ac c ulturatio n th a t 
is conside r e d to influ e n ce school perform a nce . A mo re valid 
acculturation measure may well in clude othe r factors s u c h as 
len gt h o f expos ure to the Ame ric a n culture both h e r e a nd in 
the Philippines and a scaled categorization of spe cific valu es 
and attitudes. 
Re a din g Ac hievement and Se x 
The findings on th e r elationship between readin g a c hi eve-
ment and sex in this project did not di stinct i vely d emo nst r ate 
the girls' superiority in achievement over bo ys which most pr e -
vious research studies have indicated. Whil e the girls obtain e d 
higher reading mean scores in both grades 3 and 5, the di f -
ferences found were only marginally significant in Grade 5 
and not at all in Grade 3. And when home environment (IEE) was 
partialled out the correlation was reduced to insign ifi cance. 
The question then still remains as to whether the recorded dif-
ference in the reading achievement of boys and girls are r e al 
or more likely the artifacts of one's culture and schools. 
The partial correlations did show the important influence of 
home environment and dozens of other studi e s suggest both 
physiological-biological-maturational as well as socio-cultura l -
educational factors as possible contributory causes of sex 
differences in academic achievement. 4 Perhaps other relevant 
4Dale Johnson, "Cross-cultural Perspectives on Sex 
Differences in Reading, " The Reading Teacher, XXXIX (May , 
1976), p. 747. 
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questions nee d to b e rai se d in order to spec ify the sources 
of the dif fere nc es . Lon g itudin a l s tudi es that pro be int o the 
deve l opme ntal patt e rns of ove r- and unde rac hi evement for 
males and fema l es and into th e significance of a cade mi c 
success and its r e lati o n to occupati o n al su c c e ss for bo th 
sexe s may be worthy of f urth e r investigati o n. From the r esu lts 
of this study, howeve r, it cannot b e stated with assuran ce 
th a t sex is a valid indicat o r of readin g a c hieveme nt. 
Impli cations for Educ at ion 
The resear c h described in this study ec hoes and fu r-
ther documents the importance of family li fe to school achi eve -
ment. It has shown that the home enviro nme nt--the cent e r of 
family life--can be described and measure d in t erms of pro-
cess variables and thus dependably explain a substant ial 
proportion of the variability in the educational achi eveme n t , 
especially in reading , amon g children. Impl ications for two 
powerful age ncies in the life of the child--the school a nd 
the home--seem obvious. 
Impli cations for the School 
An area of applicability of the pre sent findin gs is 
academic prediction. Environmental profil e s can be dev eloped 
from the ratings on the process variable s, eithe r in quanti-
tative or qualitative form , and used to estimate the general 
educational level of the child. In the elementary grades the 
prediction of academic performance based on environmental 
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variabl es wo uld be mo r e for di agnosis and r e me dia t i o n t·a L!w r 
than fo r purpose s of a dmis sion and select i o n . The ac:1d t· rni c 
pre di c ti o n made in the initial years of s choo ling may pro\·idt• 
oppo rtuni ty fo r th e e du c :1 to r t o h e 1 p those c hildre n wh o an~ r o t 
or ha ve no t bee n able to ac hi eve up to their cap:1ci t y, par-
ti c ularl y in r eading, due to e du cat iona l ly de fi cient hom e 
e n v iro nme nts. 
In fo rmation furnish e d by e nviro nment a l pro fil es m:1y 
also be found use ful in 
1. t e ntative groupings of childre n, espec i a ll y in 
the absen c e of any previous achievemen t d ata, 
2. the developme nt of per ti n e nt t eac hin g strategies, 
3. the s election of appropriat e i n st ruction al 
mat e rials, and 
4. the development of educational prescriptions for 
individual as well as small groups o f stude nts. 
Curriculum planners, Wolf observes, have often emphas i zed the 
imp o rtan ce of securing ade quate in fo rmation a bout the mili e u 
in whi c h students live in order to help the planning and d e -
ve lopment of school curricula. 5 The use of environmental data 
could facilitate such undertaking. Since many of the process 
characteristics which compose the home environment evide ntly 
are educationally malleable, teachers and other s c hoo l official s 
5 R. Wolf, op . cit., p. 108. 
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should explore th e possibility of providing a f ull range o f 
valuabl e curricular experiences to childre n whos e home 
environments are l e ss than substantial. 
Even as this study sali e ntly points to th e vital r o l e 
of the home in th e academic performance of children, the 
school must not r e lent in its efforts to r ealize th e goals 
of an effective educational syst em. The t eachi ng of skills 
and attitudes associa t e d with r eadin g should r ece i ve prime 
att e ntion. If reading is logical l y tau ght as a communication 
process, if language d evelo pment and critical thinkin g are 
simultaneously emphasized, and if what th e child brings to 
school by way of knowl e dges, attitudes, and abilities is 
given due consideration, more than likely th e chance for 
reading success would be greatly enhanced. 
The findings in this study also draw attention to 
the need for the school and the home to form a partnership 
to ensure a successful educational experience for every 
school child. Schools then might profitably develop pro g rams 
to make parents more aware of the importance of home e nviro n-
ment to the reading achievement of children. Pare nts must 
be assisted in improving home stimulatio n in th e interest 
of better reading performance. Results of r esearch carried 
out to determine the effectiveness of differe nt means of 
encouraging parental interest should be seriously studied 
and applied. 
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I mplicatio ns f o r th e I!ome 
Out s tde c f th e s c hoo l, th e ho me i s th e ot h e r k ey 
a ge n cy perfo r ming the fun ct ion of pro viding th c h tld wi t h 
an e du c ationa l e nvironme nt that can we ll pro mo t e o r inhibit 
school l ea rnin g . Th e findings of this study st r o n gly s u g -
gest that child r e arin g prac tic e s whi c h par e n ts utili~e 
have a cruc ial impa c t on th e c hild' s read i n g a c hi eveme n t . 
Suc h pract i ces ar e not like l y to b e significantly infl ue nce d 
by the ge ne rational status of th e pare nts no r by di ffe r e nces 
in th e sex of th e childre n. Like wi s e, it appears tha t th ey 
do not necessarily d e pend o n the so c ial status l eve l of th e 
parents or the amount of education th ey possess . 
The environmental process variabl e s and process 
characteristics that describe the educational environment 
in the home can give helpful hints as to how pare nts ma y 
stimulate and strengthen the educational climate of the home . 
They can help increase parents' awareness that factor s suc h 
as acade mic guidance, famil y indoor and outdoor acti vi ti e s, 
and achieveme nt motivation can con ceivabl y b e controlled o r 
chan ge d into desirable dir ections . They c an provide clues 
as to specific practices related to such considerations as 
duties and responsibilities asked of th e child, the na tur e 
of toys , games, and hobbies provide d to th e child, the 
quality and extent of verbal interaction between parent and 
child. Mere availability of readin g mat e rials and oth e r 
educational facilities in the home do e s not guarantee the 
development of reading skills on th e part of the child but 
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the ma Lne r in which they a re effe ctively pu t to us e may 
spell the diff e r e nce between readin g success a nd fail ur e . 
Caution must be t a ke n, however, that dramatic c h ang es 
in th e r ea ding performance of the child a r e not equated with 
the mech a ni c al and superficial in t r oduction of th e e nviro n-
ment a l variables in the home. These variables need to be 
included in a compre hensive pr og r a m of par e nt e ducatio n b e -
for e their impact on r eading devel opment may begin to mani-
fest itself. Relative to thi s, th e schools and other com-
munity agencies may have to play an active role in r eachin g 
most parents and putting such a program into effect. 
Impli cations for Future Resear c h 
Several avenues for further invest i gatio n seem to 
emanate from this study. They will be grouped and discussed 
under these three areas: 1) the nee d for more environmental 
studies, 2) improving the present en v ironme ntal measure, and 
3) expanding follow-up studies for wider applicability. 
More Environme ntal Studies 
The educational environme nt in the hom e was th e spe-
cific component of the total home environment considered in 
this study. Other sub-environme nts of the home such as the 
physical and the social, which presumably affect the physi-
cal, intellectual and social development of the child, as 
well as their probable relationships and interaction with the 
educational environment are worthy of exploration. Various 
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process e s and forces a f fect the physical and b e havioral 
d e velopme nt of th e child. A mor e compr e he nsi ve study of th ~ 
diff e r e nt e nvironme nts pre s e nt in th e ho me may r eveal 
thei r signifi c an ce in th e diff e r e nt aspects of huma n de v e l-
opme nt. 
In th e same vein, th e educational enviro nme nt in 
the home may be regarde d as o ne component of th e total e du-
cational environment of th e child. Studying th e othe r c o m-
pon e nts such as the school environment, the class r oom 
environment, the educational environment among th e peer 
groups and in the community might reveal th e r elat i ve impo r-
tance of these different educational sub- e nviro nments at 
different stages of learning and help expand existing kn owl -
edge about variability in educational achi eveme nt. Rol e 
perceptions and role relationships are elements of these 
sub-environments that may be gainfully studied and may pro-
vide useful information in furthering the understandin g of 
educational behavior. 
The need to study more types of environment find s a 
parallel in the need for developin r, instruments and proc e -
dures to measure environments . Since environmental di ffer -
ences are now more often seen as major antecedents of indi-
vidual difference s, it appears imperative to focus resea rch 
efforts on the development of approach e s and devices for 
measuring environments. 
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Improving Dave's Scales 
Witho ut dis countin g their validity the efficacy of 
Dave 's r ati ng scales may be reinfo r ce d through some modifi-
cations . One of these is fo r follow-up studi es t o use inde -
pendent r espo nses for each of the subscales (process charac -
teristi cs ) instead of the suggested way of r eco rding and 
scoring the same r esponse of the pare nt for a number of d if-
fer e nt subscales. Another wo uld be the identification a nd 
inclusion of othe r effective variables and charact e ristics 
and the possible eliminatio n of others. Further r esea r ch can 
be geared t owards making the environmental measure mo r e 
efficient and less time c ons um i ng . 
Th e modifiability of the environmental var iab l es and 
their characteristics merit additional study. Variabl es 
like Activeness of the Family or Achie veme nt Pr e ss app ea r to 
be more easily modifiable than others like Lan guage Models 
and Intellectuality in the Home. This quality of modifi-
ability necess itates furth e r rese arch, th e outcomes of which 
should prove useful in providing more effective guidance to 
parents in improving the educational environment in the home . 
Wider Applicability 
Because Dave's appr oach to the study of home environ-
ment is a relatively new approach in the field many ways of 
replicating the pre sent study pre sent themselves. More 
empirical evidence is neede d to substantiate the value 
- - - -· -- -- -~ -~ - -- - -
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of studyin g th e ho me envi r o nme nt thro ugh s u c h inst ru me nt _· 
as Dave 's. 
Varying several el e ments in th e r esearch d e sign may 
he lp answe r some of th e ques tions left unan s we r e d in t hi s 
study. ~odifications in th e population sampl e , in 
the variables studi e d,and the me thodology e mpl oyed may yield 
information that can be both th eor e tically and practically 
valuabl e . 
Populati o n. Presumabl y, this may be th e first study 
of home en v ironment using an exclusively Filipino-Ame rican 
sample. Follow-up studies should incl ud e more Filipino -
Ame rican samples, larger in size, with diff e r e nt grade 
levels represented, and with a broader distribution of homes 
on the social class scale. A majority of the sample in th e 
present study were classified low SES and none belo nge d to 
the high SES category. 
With an ever-growing body of evide nce pointing to 
the early years of life as crucial to learning and th e d eve l-
opment of many lifelong behavioral patterns , studying th e 
home en v ironment of preschool childre n would be of value 
to these involved in early childhood education. Lo ngitudin al 
studies in this respect, with junior and senior hi g h school 
students at the opposite end of the time continuum , may pro-
duce relevant comparative data about the influe nce of th e 
educational environment in the home at different stages of 
instruction. 
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Samples involving combi natio ns of eth ni c and no n-
ethnic g r o upin gs may also elicit r es ults that may put o n 
more solid g r ounds the gen e r alizabili~y of th e r esult s of 
thi s pro j ec t and the r eliab il ity of t h e e nvi r onmental measur P 
as well. Th e educational e n vi r o nme nt in th e homes of 
Japa nese- American an d Chinese-American school childr e n 
a~aits research exploration. 
Va r iables . Th e probl e m of wheth e r home e nviro nme nt 
r elates more highl y with r ead in g achievement or with math 
achi evement, or whether ve rbal sl:ills a r e mo r e easily af -
fe c t e d by en vi ronmen tal fac tors than a r e n umber or reas o nin g 
skills has no t been tho r o u g hly in ves ti gated . Studies , t oo, 
on the r e lationship betwee n the home e nvironme nt and certain 
personality attributes often link e d with e du cat i o nal ac hi eve-
ment, such as self-esteem, learning style and achievement 
mo tivat ion , ar e meager and need more empirica l support. Th e 
differential influence of the home e nvi r o nme nt on these 
learning variables nee d s further r e s earc h . 
~e thodo l ogy . From a methodological standpoi n t this 
study h as implications for the further developme nt a nd 
improve me nt of instrumen ts for meas urin g envi r onmental di f -
fer e nces. With particular reference to the one used in th e 
present study, empirical variations and r evisions of th e 
instrume nt can represent useful additions to our sparse knowl-
edge of e nvironme ntal di ffere nces a nd their me asureme nt. 
It is possible that the use of at l e ast another 
intervi ewer, with a joint effort at rati ng, might result in 
-- - ----------- - = 
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a mor e a ccurat e me a s ur e f o r a give n home . Co nsid e ra t i o n 
should al so be giv e n to th e fath e r as a sour ce of in f o r~at i on . 
In th e mai n , pr e vious s tudi es d e ri ve d i n fo r mat i o n fro m the 
f at he r only incide ntall y, onl y if he h ap p e ne d to be home 
durin g the int e rvi e w. Thi s s tud y was no e xcept i o n. Se p:.1. -
rate int e r views with the fat her and moth e r by th e s ame and / 
or dif fe r e nt int e rvi e wers a t t h e same a nd/ or dif fe r e n t ti me s 
raise th e poss ibilit y f o r vari e d combinati o ns wh ic h might 
b e profitably us e d in inves t igati n g the educational e nviro n-
me nt in the home . 
Dave 's instrume nt has not be en use d with the c hild 
as an interviewee. With minor chan ges in th e wordings of 
the interview questions, the interv iew may also b e c ondu ct e d 
with the child . This would p e rmit the researc her the oppor-
tunity to compare the differe nces in the home environment as 
perceived by the parents and the child. The int e rview migh t 
include not only the child whose achieveme nt level is b e in g 
studied but other siblings as we ll. Thus, a wider ran ge of 
interactions among children and par e nt s may b e accurat e ly 
assessed. 
Another suggestion st e ms from the undu e length and 
complexity of the interview sch e dul e and ratin g scales. 
Perhaps an abbreviated version of the instrumen t similar t o 
Garber's Home Environment Revi ew (HER) could be as effective 
and valid as the original. Shorter interviews with mor e 
individuals may generate a wider-based set of criteria for 
more precise comparisons of home environments. 
---- -- - ~ ~ - ~ ~-
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Much is yet to be known regardin g the myriads of 
variable s that are constantly interacting and a ff e ctin g the 
child's e du cational behavior. This study suggests that only 
through more rigorous research can we gath e r su c h us e ful 
environmental information as would allow the isolati o n of 
the tractable aspects of the environment , the dev e l o pme nt 
of strategies for r emediating and preventing enviro nme ntal 
defi ciencies, the implementation of more effective patterns 
o f child rearing, and a more profound und e rstandin g of the 
complexity of environment-organism interactions. 
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PARENTS' INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
SOCTJ-iWESTERN COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY , I NC. 
Pare nt Int e rvi e w 
Richard ~!. Wolf USC 
SWCEL Re vi s ion 9/67 
Stat e me nt of Purpo s e : This is a study of di f f e r e nc es in e n-
viro nme ntal backgr o unds of fi f th ye ar el e me ntary schoo l c hil -
dre n. We are try ing to g e t an estimat e of th e vari e t y of 
home situations in you r communit y . Th e r e a s on for thi s i s 
t o ha ve the schools take this kind of information int o ac -
count in planning education a l programs. Thus , thi s study 
is for resear c h purposes to aid in t e achin g your chi l d mo r e 
effectively. We g u arant ee that we won't give this p e r so na l 
information, as such , to the schoo l! 
Please answer as best you can. 
l. How many children do you have? What are the ir ages? 
Sexes: In what grad e s are they? In what school s : 
Note: If not in school, de termine wheth e r empl oyed 
andjor separated from the family . Note, record 
information on opposite side . 
Pointing out the subject: We are going to talk about your 
fifth grade child (name him). We will probab l y be refer-
ring to the others on occasion, but our discussion will 
be mainly about .... (n ame) . 
2. How is he doing in school? In which subject do you 
think h e will do best? In which do you think he will 
do worst? 
Best: Worst: 
--------------------- -----------------------
3. What subject do you think he will improve in? 
Most: Least: 
--------------------- --------------------------
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4. How has he / s h e d o n e in school so far? What grad~s 
wo uld you like him to ge t? Wh a t g rade s d o yo u e x-
pec t he will ge t? 
Expect: 
----------------
Sati sfy : 
-----------------------
5. How do your other children generally d o in sch ool? 
6. What organizations or clubs, if any, do you belon g to 
(PTA , church, politi cal , etc.)? 
7. 
Doe s your child know what yo u d o in these o r gani z a -
ti o n s ? Ye s No How? 
What are your favorite r ecreati o n pastimes? 
band's? What recreational activities d o you 
family engage in on weekends t oget he r? What 
have you visited on we e kends during the past 
months? Why? 
Your bus-
a nd yo ur 
places 
si x 
8. Do you usually plan your wee kend s and vacations ah e a d 
of time? How often? Who makes the plans? 
9. Where have you, as a family, traveled during the past 
two years? Why were these places chosen? What spe-
cific activities take up most of your time at thes e 
places? 
10. What newspapers andjor magazines do you s ubscr i b e to? 
Do y ou encourage your child to r ead them? If so , how? 
Do you discuss the articles or stories in them in hi s 
presence? (Give exam~les). Does your ch ild eve r par-
ticipate in these discussions vs. listenin g ? 
11. Does your child take any lessons--musi c al, dance, 
acade mic subject? If so, what? How long has he t ak e n 
these? How did he get started in this area? 
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12. Wtat hobb ies, if any, doe s your child hav e ? How lon g 
has h e bee n int e r es t e d in this? 
What seemed t o ge t him s t a rt e d in this a r ea ? ( Not 
pare nt initiatio n) 
13. What kind s of t oys, games, boo ks, pam phl e ts, e t c . have 
you bo u g ht fo r your child in th e p as t two yea r s? 
(In c lude birthdays and holidays ) Give examples . 
Preschoo l p e ri o d? -- list. 
14. Do es your child h a v e a l i brar y card? I f so, h ow l o ng 
h as h e had it? How d i d he come t o get th is card? 
( No t e pare nt initiation) 
Do you reme mb e r the fi rst few times he we nt to the 
library? Did anyone accompnay him? Who? 
What kind of books ha ve you encouraged him to r ead ? 
What else d oe s h e obtain r eadin g mat erial? Do yo u 
still read to him? Doe s he read t o you? How oft e n ? 
15. Wh a t appliances do you permit him to ope r ate? How 
long have you allowed this? 
16. Do you ask your chi l d prob lems r e l a ted to school sub-
jects that he is required to answer or s o lve on hi s 
own? Give exampl e s. 
17. Does your child have a desk of his own? If not , where 
do e s he study? What kinds of supp lies are ava ilable 
for him to work with? (Observe ) 
______ paste 
______ paper 
paints 
------
____ compass 
____ protractor 
others ( spec ify ) 
rul e r 
____ crayons 
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18. Do you h av e a d ictionary in you r home? I f so, what 
kind? Does your c h ild have a d ictiona r y of his ow n? 
I f so, what k i nd ? Wher e are th ey kep t? 
How o ften does your child use the dicti o nary? How 
oft e n do you? Wh e n t he c hi ld uses the di c ti o nary, 
at whose initiation--hi s o r you r s? 
What o the r wa ys does you r c hi ld have o f l ea rnin g n w 
words? School, r elatives, etc . 
Home dicti o nar y: 
Child 's di c tio nary: 
Yes 
--Yes 
No 
--No 
19. Do yo u ha ve an e nc yclopedia in yo ur home ? If so, wh .n 
did you ge t it? Why? Do yo u bu y yearbooks to acc om-
pa n y the encyc l opedi a? Where i s i t u s ually k ep t? 
How often do yo u use it? How often does your child 
us e it? 
20. Do you have an almanac or fact boo k? If so, when was 
it purchased? Who use s it? When? 
What other source s of r eadin g mat e rial does your c hi ld 
have available to locat e answers t o his questions--
library, friends, etc.? 
21. Do you have any workbooks or other kinds of learnin g 
materials which you use to help your child in hi s 
learning? 
What othe r steps, if any, do you take to insure that 
your child keeps up in his school work? 
22. Does your child receive homework ? Do yo u help him 
with these assignments? How much time do you find t o 
work with him on these assignments per week? How 
much time do you and your husband spe nd providing 
direct help to your child in his schoo l learning o n 
weekdays? On weekends? Also ask fo r preschool and 
primary grades. 
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2 3 . Ho w of t e n do you and yo ur hu s band di sc uss your c h i ld' s 
prog r e s in sc hoo l? What g e n e rall y r es ult s fr om s u c h 
d is c uss ion s ? 
2 4. Hav e you had any exp e ri e nc e in t eac h in g ? What? 
Yo ur husband? 
25. Wh e n does you r child us ua l l y e at dinn e r o n weekda l·s? 
Wh o e ats with him? 
Who does most o f th e talki ng at th e dinn e r tabl e ? 
Abo ut wh a t? 
2 6 . At what other times a r e you to get h e r as a f amil y o n 
weekdays? What are some of the thin gs yo u do t ogeth e r 
at these times? 
27. What are some of the ac tivities yo u husband e ngage s 
in with the child on we e kday s ? On we e ke nd s? 
28. Are there any adults outside of you an d your husba nd 
that your child is particularl y fri e ndl y with? I f so, 
what does he seem to like about the m? What do yo u 
se e as thi s person's special qualiti e s? 
How often does your child see them? What does h e do 
when he' s with them? 
29. Did any othe r adults live with yo u whe n your child was 
young? If so, who? How l ong did the y li ve wi th y o u? 
Wha t was the age of the child when th ey l ef t? ( ~at e : 
If the child was close to them, a s k the fo llowin g 
que stion): How much schoolin g did th ey have ? How 
would you rate their use of lan guage? 
30. Did you hav e a job outside the home when your child 
was younger? If so, who took care of the child? 
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31. Did you read bo oks to him wh e n he was young e r? I f so, 
wh e n did you start? When did you stop? How r egularl y 
did you r e ad to him? 
32. Abo u t how man y ho ur s a week do es he usua lly watch TV? 
What a r e his favorite programs? Do you approve o f 
th e m? If not, what do yo u do abo ut them? 
33. What are your favorit e TV programs? Did you recomme n d 
that your child watch any particular prog rams in th e 
past we e k? If so, which ones? Did you discus s a ny 
prog rams with him aft e r watching th e m? 
34. How would you describe your child's lan g uage usage? 
Do you help him to increase his vocabulary? If so , 
how? How have you helped him to acquire appropriat e 
use of words and sent e nces? 
Are you still helping him in these respects? If so, 
how? 
35. How much would you estimate you corre ct him in his 
speech? Ex. use of "ain't" etc. How particular are 
you about your child ' s speech? Are there particular 
speech habits of his that you are working on to 
improve? Give examples, if so. Earlier? 
36. Do you speak any langauge other tha n English in the 
home? If so, which one? Does the child also speak 
this language? 
37. How much schooling do you wish your child to r eceive? 
38. How much schooling do you expect your child to r e c e i ve? 
39. What is the minimum level of education that you think 
your child must receive? 
40. Do you ha ve any ideas abo ut th e kind of work you 
would like to s ee yo~ r child d o wh e n he g r ows up? 
Do you ha ve any ide as about the kind of work you 
would not like your child to do? 
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41. How does your husba nd f ee l about the kind of work he 's 
doing? Is this the kind of work he always wanted t o 
do? 
42. How do you feel, in general, about the accomplishment s 
of your family? How far have you b ee n abl e to accom-
plish th e aspirations o r plans with which both of you 
start e d your family life? 
43. How important has education been in achieving th ese 
goals? How much importance is e ducation goi ng t o ha ve 
in the life of your child? Would this future status 
be radically affected if he does not attain the lev e l 
of education you wish him to attain? 
44. What is the educational level of some of your close 
friends and relatives? 
45. Do any of their children go to college or have they? 
Are there any who did not attend college? 
Are the re any who did not complete hi g h school? 
46. Have you met with your child's present teacher? If 
so, when? Why? Does the t eacher usually initiat e 
parent-teacher confer e nces? If you ask for a meeting, 
for what purpose? What other ways, if any, are you 
in contact with the school? 
47. Do you know your child's best friends in the neighbor-
hood and school? Do you approve of them? How would 
you rate these children in their studies? Do you help 
your child in choosing his friends? If so, how? 
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48. Do yo u hav e your child r e ad b iogr aphi es of g r eat 
peop l e ? If so, whose ? Has h r e ad an y bi og rap hi e s 
i~ th e past two months? If so , whos e ? 
49. Did yo u hug, ki ss o r speak approvingly t o your c hi l d 
in th e past few da ys ? If so, for what r eason s ? 
50. Wh a t are some of the activiti e s and ac com11 li s hme nt s 
of your child tha t yo u praise and approve of? How 
do yo u do thi s ? What thin gs do you find yo u hav e to 
scold him for? 
51. Ha ve you thought about what kind of hi g h school pro -
gram you want your child to e nro ll in? If so, whi c h 
on e ? Wh y? 
52. How often does the school give out r e po rt cards? Who 
usua lly signs it? Do both p a r e nts see it? In what 
way s do you use th e r eport card? 
53. Do you discuss his school grades with him? 
What particular things do you discus s with him? 
54. Do you have college plans for him? If so , what have 
you done to financiall y prepa r e for this? In what 
other ways, if any, do you prepare him for the a tt ain -
ment of educational goals? (e. g., acquain t him wi t h 
colleges, telling him about what people learn in 
college, etc.) . 
55. About how often do you ask your child how well he is 
doin g in school? What particular thin g s do you ask 
him? 
-
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56. Do yo u kn ow wha t t e xtboo ks h e u ses in di ffe r e n t s u b-
j ec t s in schoo l? Do you kn ow at the beginning of th P 
schoo l yea r what thin gs he will b e st ud yi ng duri ng 
th e yea r in eac h s ub jec t? If so , how d o yo u find thi s 
out? ( Note: get s pec ific t opics, no t s ubjects, e . g . , 
r ead i ng .) 
57. How mu c h time d o you t h i nk a child i n fifth g r ade 
sho uld devote to his studi es o utside of sc ho o l each 
d ay? 
58. I s th e r e a ny i egular amount of tim e yo u have you r 
child study ea c h day? How r e gul a rl y is it fo ll owed? 
59. Does he he lp you in the routine hou sework ? I f so, 
what re sponsibilities does he have? How p un c tuall y 
does he carry them out? 
60. Is the housework distribut e d amon g the memb e rs of th e 
famil y ? If so , what did the planning for su c h assi gn-
ments? How r egularl y are these assignme nts fo llo we d? 
What factors, if any, come in the way of carryi ng out 
such plans? 
61. How would you rate your child's habi t of completing 
his work on time, not leav in g a probl e m und o ne, co r-
rectin g his mistakes , etc.? 
How did he acquire these habits? 
62. Do you ever have to chan g e your own plans fo r the sake 
of your child's school work? If so , what kinds of 
plans have you had to change? 
63. Have you had to sacrifice any of your major needs or 
desires such as buying a new car , giving up a job , 
etc. for the present and/or future education of your 
child? If so, what did you gi ve up? What were the 
immediate consequences? 
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64. Ar e you takin g any c o ur ses or in vo l ve d in a hobby? 
If so , what? How did yo u get in volve d in t hi s ? How 
are you do in g it--formally or informall y ? Did yo u 
study any subjects o r have a hobby durin g the past 
two years? I f so, what? 
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APPENDIX 
SCALES FOR RATI NG EDUCATIONAL ENVIRON~lliNT 
Ratin g Scales 
There are twenty- o ne rating scal e s in all , as gi ve n 
in this appendix. Each rating scale is pre c e ded by th e name 
of the environmental process charact e ri s tic, the criteria 
for its measurement, and the serial numb e rs of the qu e st i on s 
in the interview schedule that are based on the character-
istic. The interview instrument given in Appendix may be 
consulted for the questions. 
The descriptions of the alternati ve points on the 
scale given as cues to the rater had to be as brief and 
explicit as possible for their practical use. Therefore, 
they are often stated in the form of phrases or incomplet e 
and abridged sentences. Their meaning, however, will become 
explicit when read in the context of the other parts o f th e 
scales and the criteria for the measurement of the pro c es s 
characteristic concerned. 
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lb. PARENTS' OWN ASPIRATIO~S 
Crit e ria: *Present accompli s hments 
*Means of the accomplishme nts 
*Future aspirations 
Qu es tions: 40, 41, 42, 43 
Ra ting Scale: 
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9 Very high accomplishme nts already attaine d. Edu ca-
tion used as in the mos t important me an s of th e 
accomplishments, or a very keen feeling fo r not 
having enough education. Still very hi gh aspir a -
tions. 
8 
7 High accomplishments already attained. Educat ion 
used as one of the chief means of the accompli s h-
ments, or a ke e n feeling for not having enough 
education. Still high aspirations. 
6 
5 
4 
Fairly high 
cation used 
plishments, 
education. 
accompli shments already a chieved . Edu-
as one of the chief means of the accom-
or a keen feeling for not having enough 
Still more, but moderate aspiration s . 
3 Moderate accomplishme nts. Education pl ayed only an 
incide ntal role in the accomplishments. Very 
moderate aspirations. 
2 
l Little accomplishments. Education is not con s idered 
as a means of any possible accomplishments. Prac -
tically no future aspirations. 
lc. PARENTS' I NTEREST I N ACADDHC ACHIEYDIENT 
Cri teria: 
Qu estions: 
*Ex t e nt of p a rticipat io n in th e e du cationa l 
activities (e.g. read i n g, PTA) 
*Kee nn e ss for t he educational progr e ss of 
the child 
6, 7 , 23, 24 , 46 
Ratin g Scale: 
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9 Both pare nts very active in e ducational o r ga n iza-
tions and activities . Ver y particular abo ut the 
educational progress of the child. 
8 
7 Both or anyone of the parents active in e ducational 
or ganizations and acti v iti e s. Particular about the 
educational progres s of the c hild. 
6 
5 Onl y one of the parents occasionally acti ve in 
educational organizat ions and a ctiviti es. Fairl y 
particular about the educational progress of the 
child. 
4 
3 Only one of the pare nts occasio nally acti ve in 
educational organizations and activities. Not 
quite particular abo ut the educational progress 
of the child. 
2 
l None of the parent s active in any e ducatio nal 
organization or activity. Not at all p ar ticular 
about the educational pro gress of the child. 
ld. SOCIAL PRESS FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVE~ENT 
Crit e ria: *Education of the close relati ves , par e nts, 
fri e nds, and neighbo rs 
*Education of their childre n 
Qu e stions: 44 , 45 
Rating Scale: 
li G 
9 All or most havin g four years of college and be yond. 
Their children of coll e ge age are in coll ege . 
8 
7 Most having some college education. Many hav e 
finished all the four years. Most of their childre n 
of college age are in college. 
6 
5 Some having high school completed or above, and 
some having high school not complet e d. Some of 
their children of college age are in coll ege . 
4 
3 Many having high school not completed. Most of 
their children of college age are not in college. 
Some have dropped out before completing high schoo l . 
2 
1 Hardly any having high school complet e d. Their 
children of the college age are not in college. 
Most of them have dropped out before completing 
high school. 
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le. STANDARDS OF REWARD FOR EDUCATIONAL ATTAI~~ENT 
Crit e ria: *Valuing acad e mi c accomplishme nts 
*Selection of gifts having educational value 
Questio ns: 4, 13, 49, 52. 
Rating Scal e : 
9 Acad e mic accomplishments very highly and invariably 
praise d. They are praised more than any oth e r 
accomplishmen ts . Very high expect ations of educa-
tional a c hi e vement. Selection of gifts invariabl y 
having educational value. 
8 
7 
6 
Academic accomplishme nts 
praised accomplishments. 
educational achievement. 
educational value. 
are one of the most highl y 
High expectations of 
Gifts ver y often ha v ing 
5 Academic accomplishments are praised. Some oth e r 
accomplishments are praised more. Moderately high 
expectations for educational achievement. Some 
gifts having educational value. 
4 
3 Academic accomplishments are occasionally praised. 
2 
Some othe.r accomplishments are praised highly. 
Moderate expectations of educational achievement. 
Gifts having educational value chosen only occa-
sionally. 
1 Academic accomplishments are not praised at all. 
Some other accomplishments are very highly praised. 
Very low expectations of educational achievement. 
Gifts hardly having any educational value. 
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1 f. KNOWLEDGE OF THE EDCCATIO. 'AL PROGRESS OF THE CHILD 
Cri t e ri a: *Ex tent of kn ow ledge of the c hild' s e du c a tio na l 
progress 
*Ext e nt of knowl e d ge of th e t e x tbooks used by 
the child and his courses of s tud y . 
Qu e stio ns: 2, 3 , 51, 54, 55 
Rati n g Sc ale: 
9 De t a il e d and up-t o-date kn owl e d ge about the dail y 
progres s of th e c hild in th e school. Know l e d ge 
about the specif i c topics being studi e d o r r ece n tly 
completed by th e c hild in dif fe r e nt subj ec ts. 
8 
Goo d acquaintanc e with all the textbooks use d by 
the child. 
7 Detail e d knowl e dge about the daily progress of th e 
child in the schoo l. Kn owled ge about the gen e r al 
topics cove red or b e in g cove r e d. Acquaintance wi t h 
some of the textbooks. 
6 
5 General idea about the child ' s school progress i n 
terms of subject-wise grade s. Kn ow l e dge of the 
ge neral topics covered in some of the subject s . 
Acquaintance with one or two textbooks. 
4 
3 Some g ross idea about the chi ld's schoo l progre ss 
in terms of general grades. Know l e dge of the s ub-
jects studied but not the topi cs . No acquaintan c e 
with textbooks. 
2 
1 No knowledge of the child's school pro gress. No 
knowledge of the textbooks or topics of study. 
lg. PREPARATION AND PLANN I NG FOR THE ATTAI NMENT OF 
ED UCATIONAL GOALS 
Crit e ria: *Financial preparation 
1·.1 C1 
*Academ ic and mental preparation ( e . g. emp ha-
si zi ng goo d g rade s as prepa r at i o n fo r hi gh e r 
learning, select ing bright childre n as f ri e nd s ) 
Questions: 46, 47, 48, 50 , 52, 53 , 62 
Ra ti ng Scale: 
9 Sound finan c ial prepar ation . Also acade mic a nd 
mental pr e paration for h ighe r learning. 
8 
7 A good financial preparatio n, or a c hi eveme nt of 
best grades in the hope of getti ng good schola r-
ships for higher learnin g. Also fai rl y good aca-
demic and mentai preparati o n for hi g he r learnin g . 
6 
5 Moderate financial prepara tion, or a d e sire to do 
it but not yet done. Some efforts toward academic 
and mental preparation for hi g he r learnin g . 
4 
3 Only incidental preparation. No definite plans 
2 
made yet. Moderately high educational goals . 
However, the parents are aware of the need for doing 
financial and othe r pre paration t o reac h the goa l s . 
1 No financial or other preparation. Abse nce of an y 
higher educational goals. 
2a. QUALITY OF THE LANGC:AGE USAGE OF THE PARENTS 
Crit e ria: *Fluency of expression 
*Pronun c iation 
*Vocabulary 
*Organization of thoughts 
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Evide nces: From the conve rsati o n with the moth e r durin g 
the int e rview. 
Rating Sc ale: 
(1) To rate each of th e four crit e ria individually 
on the following scale, and (2) to take thei r average as 
the overall rating for this characteristic. 
9 Excellent 
8 Very good 
7 Good 
6 A little above average 
5 Average 
4 A little below average 
3 Quite below average 
2 Poor 
1 Very poor 
2b. OPPORTUN ITI ES FOR THE ENLARGEME~T AND CSE OF 
VOCABVLARY AND SENTE~CE PATTER.:rs 
Crit e ria: *Vari e t y of oppo rtuniti e s (e.g. boo ks, TV , 
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trave l , pi c ni cs, v e rbal int e ra c t io n in home 
situati ons) 
*Fre qu e ncy of o pportunities 
Que stion s : 7, 9, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 34 , 36 
Rating Sc al e : 
9 A gr e at vari e ty o f situatio n s availab le f r eq ue n tly 
and consistently. 
8 
7 A good variety o f situations a vailable quit e 
frequently. 
6 
5 A moderate variety of situatio ns availabl e fair ly 
frequently. 
4 
3 Only a few situations available infr e quently. 
2 
1 Very limited situations available. 
2c. K~EXNESS OF THE PARENTS FOR CORRECT AND EFFECTIVE 
LA~GUAGE VSAGE 
Criteria: *Re gularity in r e ading to th e ch i ld during pre -
school p e riod 
*Variety of efforts for incre asin g vo c abular y , 
and correcting language usage , if needed. 
Qu e stions: 14, 18, 31, 34 , 35 
Rating Scale : 
9 Read to the child very r e gularly, almost eve r y day, 
from early childho od until he b e gan r e ading him-
self. Some sp e cial r e adin g to him still continue s . 
The child is encourage d to read s ome sp e cial 
material to the parents and othe rs. A gre at var i e ty 
of efforts in incre asing vocabulary and improvin g 
language usage . 
8 
7 Read to the child quite regularly, almost eve ry da y, 
for about 3 years or more before he began to read 
himself. Some occasional reading to him still 
continues. A good variety o f efforts in improv in g 
his vocabulary and language usage. 
6 
5 Read to the child fairly regularly for two or three 
times a week for about 2 years or so . Some effort 
to improve vocabulary and language usage still 
continues. 
4 
3 Read to the child during the pre-school period 
occasionally and without any regularit y . Inci-
dental efforts to improve vocabulary and language 
usage. 
2 
1 Not read to child with any regularity at any time . 
Hardly any efforts to improve vocabulary and 
language usage. 
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3a. AVAILABILITY OF GUIDA~CE ON ~ATTERS RELATI~G TO 
SCHOOL WORK 
Criteria: 
Qu e stions: 
*Ext e nt of ge ne ral supervision r egardin g 
schoo l wo rk 
*Readin ess in guidance when aske d for 
*Sugge stions r egarding school wo rk 
21, 22, 52, 54, 55, 57 
Ra t in g Sca l e: 
9 Ve ry regular general sup e r v isi o n r egardin g schoo l 
work. Guidanc e mad e readily ava ilabl e wh e n ask e d 
for. Sugge stidns given t o th e child re gularly 
regarding the betterment of schoo l work at the 
parents' initiati ve . Both parents provide th e 
guidance and sugge stions. 
8 
7 Regular general supervision r egarding s c hool wo rk. 
6 
Guidance available most of the times wh e n a s k e d for . 
Suggestions given to the child sometimes, r ega rdin g 
the betterment of school work, at the parents' 
initiative . Both parents provide the guidanc e 
and suggestions. 
5 Fairly regular supervision regarding school wo rk. 
4 
Guidance sometimes available . Suggestio ns gi ve n to 
the child regarding the betterment of the work, 
only occasionally . Only one of the parents provide s 
guidance and suggestions . 
3 Occasional superv i sion regarding school work. 
2 
Guidance only occasionally availabl e . Suggest io ns 
given to the child regarding the betterment of 
the work very occasion a lly. 
1 No supervision regarding school work. No guid a nce 
or suggestions available for improvement of work. 
l5·l 
3b. QUALITY OF GU IDA~CE ON ~rATTERS RE LATI XG TO SCHOOL 1\"0RK 
Crit e ria : 
Questio ns: 
*Relevance t o the sp e c ifi c e du catio na l nee d s of 
the c hild 
*Co nsis t e ncy 
*Compe t e nce 
2, 3, 16, 21, 22, 2 3, 25 
Ratin g Scale: 
9 Consist e nt guidance and suggestions base d o n th e 
know l e d ge of the specific stre n gt hs and weak ness e s 
o f th e c h i ld in diffe r e nt school subject s . Co n-
siste nt guidanc e and preparation durin g pre-scho o l 
and e arl y school years. Both pare nts very comp e t e nt 
to give guidance. 
8 
7 Guidance bas e d on the speci fi c ne e ds of the c hil d 
for a certain int e r val. Co nsist e nt edu cational 
preparation and guidance during pre-s c hool and 
early school years. On e of the parents very com-
petent to gi ve guidance. 
6 
5 Guidance based on the general deficiency. Some 
preparation for school learning durin g pre -school 
period. More guidance in early school years. On e 
of the parents fairly competent to give gu idan ce . 
4 
3 Lack of clarity about the specific needs of th e 
child. Some vague direction s regard i ng school wo rk 
on occasions. One of the par e nts only mod e r at e ly 
competent to give guidance. 
2 
1 No guidance. No knowledge of the child's needs i n 
scholastic progre ss. Little competence to give 
guidance. 
3c. AVAILABILITY A~'D USE OF ~lATERIALS AND FACILITIES 
RELATED TO SCHOOL LEARSI~G 
Crit e ria: *Se l ec tion of th e material (e. g . Di ctio n a r y , 
Encyclopedia, Workbooks) 
*Guidance fo r the us e of the mat e rial and 
educational faciliti e s 
Questions: 11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22 
Ratin g Scal e: 
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9 Selection of the most appropriate mat e r ials ac co rd-
in g to the educa tional level of the child. Abundan t 
supply of the educational material. Appro pria te 
and timely guidance for the use of the ma terials 
and facilities. 
8 
7 Selection of generally approp ria te materi a l acco rd-
ing to the educational level of the child. Fairl y 
abundant supply of the educational material. 
Appropriate and timel y guidance for the us e of 
the materials and facilities. 
6 
5 Availability of some educational material. Sp e -
cific selection according to the child's level 
only in some cases. Some general guidance for the 
use of the material and facilities. 
4 
3 Very moderate supply of educational material. No 
specific selection according to the child's leve l. 
Onl y occasional guidance for the use of the 
material and fac ilities. 
2 
1 No availability of educational material in the 
home. No use of facilities availabl e in the 
community, such as library. 
4a. THE EXTENT AND CONTENT OF INDOOR ACTIVITIES OF 
THE FA~.!ILY 
15G 
Criteria: *Variety (Discussion, Und e rtakin g a pro j ec t , 
etc. ) 
*Fre que ncy 
*Educ ational value 
Qu e stions: 7, 10, 26, 27 
Rating Scale: 
9 A variety of acti v ities in the home, having very 
high educational value are frequ e ntl y und e rt ake n by 
the family. Both pare nts participat e. 
8 
7 A variety of activities in the home, having hi gh 
educational value are often undertaken by th e 
family. One or both parents pariticipate. 
6 
5 A moderate variety of activities in the home, 
hav ing general educational value are sometimes 
undertaken by the family. One or both parent s 
participate. 
4 
3 Only a very few number of family activities in th e 
home have direct educational value. Often onl y 
one parent participates. 
2 
1 No family activities in the home. Or , the 
activities have hardly any d i rect educational value . 
Both parents are generally not available in any 
educational activities. 
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4b. THE EXTE~T AND CONTF. ~T OF O"CTDOOR ACTI\ITI ES DCRI:\G 
WEEKE~WS A~D VACATIO~~S 
Crit e r i a : 
Qu es tions: 
*Vari e t y (e.g. visits to a museum o r a zoo , 
traveJin g t o hi sto~ical places ) 
*Fre que ncy 
*Educat1o na l value 
6, 7, 8, 9, 27 
Ra ti n g Scale: 
9 A variety of child-centere d activities outside th e 
home having very high educatio nal value, and fr e -
quently unde rtake n by the family. Both pare nt s 
partic i pate. InjtiatPd and planne d b y diffe r e nt 
members of the family , instead of just one perso n . 
8 
7 A variety of outside activities ha ving high e duca-
tional value are often unde rtak e n by the fa~ily. 
One or both pare nts participate . Generall y pl a n ne d 
by the parents. 
6 
5 A moderate variety of outside act ivi ties that have 
high educational value . Snch acti v ities are only 
sometimes undertaken b v the family. On e or both 
parents participate . Generally planned b y an y one 
of the parents. 
4 
3 A majority of outside activities having mo re re c r ea-
tional or other purposes, with inc i de ntal edu ca -
tional value. Or , very few outdoor act ivit ies . On e 
or both paren ts participate. Gen e rally planne d by 
any one of the parents. Othe rs follow. 
2 
1 Practically no outside activities of the family 
having educational purpose. 
4c. USE OF TV AND SUCH OTHER MEDIA 
Crit e ria: 
Qu e stions: 
*Purpose of the use 
*Extent of the use 
32' 33 
Rating Sc al e : 
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9 Regular use for specifically e ducational purpose . 
8 
Recreational value subsidiary. Frequent foll owup 
discussions. 
7 Regular use for general educational and recreational 
purposes. Sometimes follow-up discussions. 
6 
5 Fairly regular use. Recreational purpose often 
more pr e dominant than educational purpose. 
Occasionally followup discussions. 
4 
3 Not much use of TV and other media. Mostly recrea -
tional purpose when used. Hardly any followup 
discussions. 
2 
1 No use of any of these media. 
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4d. USE OF BOOKS, PERIODICAL LITIRATURE, LIBRARY AND 
S GCH OTHER FACILITIES 
Crit e ria: 
Qu es tion s: 
*Variety of mat e rial used by the family memb e r s 
( e . g. boo ks, magazines, n ewspape rs) 
*Enco urage me nt to the child f o r the use of s uc h 
mat e rial ( e .g. helping him to be a membe r of 
the library , s ugge sting him to trade r e ad i n g 
mat e rial with friends) 
7, 10, 14, 31 
Ratin g Scal e : 
9 Extensive readin g of a variety of mate r i al by th e 
family memb e rs. Great encourage ment to the chil d 
for the same from his early a ge--even before he 
learn e d to r ead . 
8 
7 Fairly extensive r eading of a good variety of 
mat e rial by the family members . Encouragement of 
the child for the same ever sin c e he learned to 
read. 
6 
5 Moderate reading of some variety of mat e rial by 
the family members. Some encourageme nt to the 
child for the use of reading facilities--only 
lately. 
4 
3 Some readin g infrequentl y don e by the members of 
the family. Onl y occasional encouragement to the 
child for the use of reading facilities. 
2 
1 Hardly any reading done by the members of the 
family. No encouragement to the child also. 
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5a. NATURE AND QUALITY OF TOYS, GA \lliS, AND HOBBIES ~ADE 
AVAILABLE TO THE CHILD 
Crit e r ia : 
Que stions: 
*Tho u ght-pro vo kin g element in the t oys, etc . 
*Variety 
12' 13 
Rati n g Scale: 
9 A large variety of tho ught-provo k i n g and e d ucati o nal 
toys, games , e tc. provided to the c hild si n ce e arly 
childhoo d. Gre at encou rageme nt for the develop -
ment of educationally oriented hobb ies . 
8 
7 A fairly good variety of thought-p r ovoki n g and 
educational toys, games, etc. provide d to the child 
since early childhood . Some e n co urage ment for the 
development of educationall y orient e d hobbi es . 
6 
5 Some thought-provoking and educat i ona l toys , games, 
etc. available. No educationally oriented hobbies . 
4 
3 Only a few thought-pro voking and edu cational toys, 
games , etc. available. No educati o nall y orient e d 
hobbi e s. 
2 
1 Hardly any thought -pro vokin g and e ducat ion al to ys, 
games, etc. available. No educationally ori e nt e d 
hobbies. 
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5b. OPPORTUNITIES FOR THI~KI~G AND IMAGI~AT I O~ I~ DAII.Y 
ACTIVITIES 
Crit e ria : 
Quest i o ns: 
*Vari e ty (e.g. use of power applian ces, th 0 ught -
provokin g di scussions, etc.) 
*Level of comp!exity 
*Ext e nt of encouragement for independent think-
ing 
7, 15, 16, 25 
Rating Scale: 
9 Opportunities to work with a variety of compl e x 
appliances. Opportunities to liste n to and par-
ticipate in thought-provokin g discussions. Gre at 
encouragement for indepe nde nt thinking. 
8 
7 Op po rtunities to work with some variety o f compl e x 
appliances. Some opportunities to listen to and 
participate in thought-provoking discussions. 
Some encouragement for inde pende nt thinking. 
6 
5 Opportunities to work with a few moderately complex 
appliances. Some opportunities to listen to 
thought-provoking discussions. Some encourage -
ment for independent thinking. 
4 
3 Opportunities to work with one or two very moder-
ately complex appliances. Opportunities to li ste n 
to thought-provoking discussions only occasional. 
Hardly any encouragement f o r independent thinkin g . 
2 
1 Practically no opportunities to work with any com-
plex appliances. No opportunities to listen to any 
thought-provoking discussions. No encourageme nt 
for independent thinking. 
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6a. DEGREE OF STRCCT URE A~D ROUTii'\E I?'\ Til E IIO. lE '!A~ :\ GD!E~T 
Crit e ria: *Planning and distributi o n of wo rk 
*Punctuality in followin g it 
Qu e stions: 57, 58, 59, 60 
Rating Sc al e : 
9 Well-plann e d home manageme nt. Di st ributi o n of 
work amon g the family me mb e rs. Pun ct ualit ) and 
d iscipline in foll owing the plans. 
8 
7 Major duties di st ribut e d amo ng th e family memb e r s . 
Planning followed quit e consist e ntl y . 
6 
5 Moderate planning. It is followed with only 
moderate r egularity . 
4 
3 Some efforts made for planning and distribution 
of work which was not followed systematically . 
2 
1 No planning of household work. 
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6b. PREFERENCE FOR THE EDCCATIOi'iAL ACTIVI TIES OVER OTII ER 
PLEASURABLE THINGS 
Crit e ria: 
Questions: 
*Priority to e du c atio nal activi ties attac he d b y 
the pare nts 
*Continuity of acade mic activit ies (e . g . tak i n g 
courses after completing formal e ducation) 
53, 56, 57, 61, 62, 63 
Rating Scale: 
9 Very high priority attache d by th ~ pa r e nts to 
studies and oth e r e ducational act i'li ti e s. Gr ea t 
encouragement to sacrifice pleas u rab le acti v iti e s 
for compl e ting school work. Both pa r e n t s continue d 
studies voluntarily a f ter compl e t ing formal edu-
cation. 
8 
7 Educational activities and studies s tand among th e 
activities of high priority. En co rage me nt to 
complete school work before under tak ing othe r 
activities. One or both parents continued stud i es 
voluntarily after completing forma l education. 
6 
5 Educational activities and studies mo d e rately hi gh 
in priority. A few others higher in priority. 
4 
One of the parents continued stud i~s either vol-
untarily or as occupational requi r~ment after 
completing formal education. 
3 Other activities higher in priori ty than educa-
tional activities and studies. No s pecific hab i t 
formation of completing school wo r k before und e r-
taking other activities emphasized . One of the 
parents continued studies after c omp leting forma l 
education as an occupational requ irement . 
2 
1 No emphasis attached to scholasti c s tudies by the 
parents. It is often made subsid iary to other 
activities. Parents did not cont · nue any studi e s 
after completing their formal educat ion. 
APPE NDIX C 
LETTER TO PARENTS 
Dear 
As a doctoral student at the University of the Paci fi c, 
I am presently conducting a survey as part of my researc h 
pro j ect. The survey concerns reading achieveme n t of Fil ip i no 
American third and f ifth g r ctders in the Stockto n Unifi ed 
School District. I would like to find out what home fac t o rs 
are related to read ing achiev0 ment. 
Similar studies have be en done befo re but none ha ve b e e n 
conducted in the Stockton are d and no~e invo l ving Fili pino 
American children. Infor .-;·ta tion such as that furnishe d by 
this survey can help schools to better understand the ch i ld r en 
they are serving and to plan educat i onal prog rams that ca n 
best serve the needs of stude n t s in this particular commu nity . 
I hope you will give me yo ~r permission to be intervi ewe d 
as well as to obtain from the Stoc kton Unified School Dis t r i ct 
the reading test scores to be used in this study. All 
information given will be converted into statistical (n umeri c al ) 
data and will be kept in strict confidence. Test scores wi ll 
not be revealed to anyone. 
For your convenience a permission slip and a stamp e d 
envelope are enclosed. I shall be calling you to set up the 
interview appointment. I hope to be visiting and talking 
with you soon. 
MARAMI NG SALAMAT I 
EVELYN V. GUI&~G 
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APPENDIX D 
PARENTS' INFORMATION SHEET AND CONSENT FORM 
PRELUIINARY INFORMATION BLANK 
Child's Name Birth Place BJ.rth Date 
Grade School thJ.s y ear + School Last year 
Father's Name Occupat1on --Birth Place 
---r16 the r ' s N ;!.me Occupation BJ.rth Pl a ce 
'Year ___ famiTy arrived from t he La nguage(s) Spoken in the Home 
Philippines (if applicable} 
--pre·::"e r red Time for Intervie·.; 
(State day and hour) 
The Coordinator 
Researc~ and Evaluation Office 
Stockton Unified School Dis~rict 
701 N. Madison, Stockton 
}-!.ADA.."!: 
Phonf.! Number 
This io to give our conDent to Miss Evelyn Guiang to: 
a) obtain the ~1AT readinq score of my child 
yedr from t h e school d istrict records, ana 
lnst 
b) conduc t an interview vJi th :.J.S regarding heme factvrs that could be 
rej_a t ed to school achievement. 
very truly yours, 
ADD!<ESS 
H35 
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APPE NDIX F 
REVISED SCALE FOR RATI NG OCCUPATIO~ 
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APPENDIX G 
INTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESS 
VARIABLES, DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES, AND 
READI~G ACHIEVE~ffiNT - Grade 3 
• 
APPENDIX G 
Intercorrelation Matrix fo~ Environmental Process Variables , De mograp hic Variabl es , 
and Re ading Achieve me nt - Grade 3 
Variables 1 la lb lc ld le lf 2 J 4 
1. Index of Educational 
Environment (IEE) 
la. Achievement Press . 95 
lb. Language Models .87 .81 
lc. Academi c Guidance .87 .76 . 74 
ld. Activeness in the 
Fam1ly . 94 .86 .76 . 76 
le. Intellectuality in 
the Home .89 .76 .72 .80 .86 
lf. Work Habits of the 
Family .84 .73 .59 .66 . 76 . 85 
2. SES -.61 -.67 - . 64 -. ~18 -.53 -.44 -. 37 
3. PEL . 38 .57 .GO .52 .50 .6 0 . 4 2 - . 4 7 
4. PGS .25 .13 .44 .14 .23 .32 .21. -.13 .30 
5. S e x .07 .15 . 04 .OG . 01 .01 .21 - . 1 :2 . 0·1 -,0(12 
6. Reading Achi e vement .57 .52 .35 . 49 .5G .53 .G2 -.OJ . 05 . l 0 
5 
. l l 
APPENDIX H 
INTERCORRELATION ¥~TRIX FOR ENVIRON~lli ITAL PROCESS 
VARIABLES, DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES, AND 
READING ACHIEVEMENT - Gr ade 5 
APPENDIX H 
I ntercorrelation Matrix for Environmental Process Variables, De mographic Variabl e s, 
and Re ading Achieve me nt - Grade 5 
Variabl e s 1 l a lb lc ld le l t 2 3 -1 5 
l. Index of Educational 
Environme nt (lEE) 
la. Achievement Press . 94 
lb . Language Models .91 . 82 
lc . Academic Guidance .93 . 84 .92 
t-' 
0'> ld. Ac tiveness in the tD 
Family .93 .81 . 83 .85 
le. Intellectuality in 
the Home .81 .69 .66 .68 .78 
lf. Work Habits of the 
Family . 86 .72 . 73 .77 .82 .84 
2. SES -. 86 -.72 -.64 -.66 -.56 -.54 -.46 
3. PEL .59 . 76 . 75 .77 . 68 . 44 .54 - . 51 
4. PGS . 04 .01 .13 . 13 .03 . 002 . 03 -.07 . 10 
5. Sex .33 .26 . 28 .28 .34 . 37 . 3 1 . 10 . 1 ·I . 09 
6. Re ading Achi e ve me nt .77 .70 .58 .68 .72 .77 . !:W -. ·10 • !""J I -.07 . :1:1 
------··-- -
